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Section 1
Background

The focus of this planning effort is the creation
of a cohesive economic development strategy
for the development and redevelopment of the
Interstate 65 interchange in the City of Franklin,
Indiana.
The current interchange serves as the primary
eastern gateway into the community. It developed
organically over time to primarily meet the
needs of the interstate traveler with uses that
are historically typical at interchanges like this
one. These uses have been disconnected from
the core of the community and other primary
commerce areas, and include such uses as
fast food outlots, fuel stations, hotels, storage
units, high density residential users and small
industrial buildings.
During the community’s comprehensive
planning process completed in 2013, it was
identified that the interchange is currently
defined by some as a collection of “undesirable
and incongruous” land uses and design
standards that do not set the desired first
impression of the community. For this reason,
the community initiated this planning process
specifically focused on the development of
strategies to enhance the interchange and
create the desired gateway into the community.
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Section 2
Planning Process

To complete this process the consultant, HWC
Engineering, worked with a steering committee
of community stakeholders to develop the
strategy for the Interstate 65 interchange
located on the eastern edge of the current
corporation limits of the City of Franklin (see
the project location on Exhibit A). The strategic
economic development plan is focused on an
area of approximately 420 acres on both sides
of the interchange (See Exhibit B) including both
developed areas and undeveloped parcels, as
well as the interchange itself.
This committee met in a series of meetings to
discuss topics such as preferred land uses,
overall goals and vision for the interchange,
and strategies to achieve the desired outcomes
for the interchange. These discussions were
supported by research and analysis performed
by the consultant as well as interviews with key
stakeholders outside of the steering committee
itself. The result is a plan that addresses several
topics related to development opportunities at
the interchange and offers a roadmap of steps
to deliver the successful implementation of the
plan.
This planning effort was also coordinated with
the design conversation that is ongoing related
to the redevelopment and enhancement of the
King Street corridor. Aesthetic design elements,
location of access points and orientation of
land uses were among the topics discussed and
coordinated between the two projects.
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EXHIBIT A: CORPORATE LIMITS MAP
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Section 2

Planning Process

EXHIBIT B: PROJECT AREA MAP
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Section 3
Issues Identification

As part of the analysis for this project, a number
of issues were identified that influence the
direction and strategies required to establish
a successful economic development plan for
Franklin. Some of these issues are constraints
that need to be overcome for successful
implementation, others are opportunities that
may be capitalized upon as implementation
of the plan is completed. These issues are
discussed below.

Interchange is a Gateway to Franklin
Developing the correct gateways to a community
are key to the long-term economic success of
that community. The collection of uses that
are present at an interchange are critical to the
commerce experience that takes place within
these gateways, and ultimately may result in
a person choosing to return to the community
after a first visit or spending more time in the
community with each visit. Furthermore, the
look and feel of a gateway often determines
whether a consumer makes that first visit at
all. The current interchange does not create
the inviting, progressive image desired by the
community and does little to encourage visitors
to continue their drive into the community to
experience other local assets like the vibrant
downtown and Franklin College.
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Geographic Location

Community Partnerships

The study area is located along one of the
most heavily traveled interstates in the State
of Indiana, Interstate 65, and is well positioned
between the major employment centers of
Indianapolis and Columbus. The drive time
to downtown Indianapolis from Franklin is
much shorter than that from other high growth
communities in the Indianapolis metro area,
but is sometimes described as feeling further
away because of the sparse development along
Interstate 65 between Greenwood and Franklin.
Nonetheless, both of these geographic factors
present market opportunities for the study area
and present the opportunity for the interchange
to serve as a broader commercial regional
destination.

Communities must partner to be successful.
These partnerships may take the form of
public/private partnerships to drive specific
development projects forward or they may
include public/public partnerships designed
to leverage assets and create operational
efficiencies within the community. Successful
communities employ both strategies in an effort
to minimize community risk, maximize the
return of investment of tax dollars and increase
the speed of implementing the community
vision. The King Street interchange presents
opportunities for each of these partnership
types, and long-term success is dependent on
the formalization of these partnerships.

Land Use Mix

Community Character

Finding the right land use mix is a critical part
of any successful economic development story.
The Interstate 65 interchange presents an
opportunity to serve three needs; first as an
employment hub for the community, second as
a source of key services for interstate travelers,
and third as a destination for serving the retail/
service/hospitality needs of the community and
the region. These are not ranked in order of
importance, as each is critically important to the
long-term economic success of Franklin. Given
these opportunities, the current mix of uses
falls short of achieving the maximum value for
any of these needs.

Franklin has a strong sense of community and
presents a genuine “small town charm” to
both the citizens and visitors to Franklin. As
mentioned previously, the interchange does not
present a first impression that speaks to this
charm. The community is also strengthened
by a variety of shopping, recreational, and
diverse housing options. There is a desire
locally to maintain this charm, while expanding
local opportunities, growing the commercial
and residential base of the community and
implementing strategies that will ensure a
vibrant and dynamic future for Franklin. The
interchange plays a critical role in setting the
“tone” for the character of the community.

View at south exit ramp from Interstate 65

Downtown Franklin storefronts
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Section 3

Issues Identification

Other General Issues
Beyond the key issues that have been identified specifically for Franklin, there are a set of
broader assumptions that impact the thinking of the planning effort. These assumptions
create a base understanding of the economic impact of certain scenarios and are factors
that are common through many basic economic development strategic plans.
1. The city’s economic future – as it pertains to industrial growth – is focused on the
east side of the Interstate 65 interchange and efforts need to be made to ensure that
adequate shovel ready property exists to maximize opportunities.
2. Franklin can and should take advantage of lost opportunities to capture more of
Indiana’s multi-billion dollar tourism industry.
3. The city will need to carefully coordinate its economic development goals with necessary
infrastructure expansion and strategic property acquisition in this area.
4. The goal is not to create a commercial area that competes with Franklin’s downtown,
but to recruit businesses that attract visitors and present a better face for the entire
community to ultimately compliment the downtown and meet the needs of the
community as a whole.
5. Growing the community’s skilled population base is critical to long-term economic
vitality of the community.
6. It is essential to the long-term economic health of a community to have a diverse tax
base and high wage job opportunities.
7. All development is market driven and must include a willing buyer, willing seller,
necessary financing and municipal approval and proceedings.
8. Successful communities ensure that the rules and regulations governing development
are designed to promote, encourage and facilitate the type of development that is
desired by the community.

Prepared by HWC Engineering
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Section 4
Existing Conditions

The first step to understanding how you get
where you want to go is understanding where
you are. The current study area includes
approximately 420 acres. As part of this
analysis, a series of issues were analyzed to
achieve an understanding of the development
potential of the properties within the study
area. Many times this development potential is
defined by elements such as environmental or
topographical issues. In this case, however, the
constraints are more focused on issues such
as property control, existing uses, development
phasing and general market conditions.

Birds eye view looking west from Interstate 65

It is also important to understand how the
interchange is competitively positioned with
regard to other commercial locations in Franklin
and along the Interstate 65 corridor. This
interchange has the capacity for significant
development and redevelopment opportunities.
Identifying the constraints that limit this capacity
is the first step to developing strategies to
overcome them. This chapter begins to identify
some of these constraints.
The
current
interchange contains both
developed and undeveloped parcels. This
creates a mix of opportunities and challenges.
Undeveloped areas on the east side and
northwest quadrant of the interchange create
opportunities for new uses and new developers
to come into the community.
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Significant development opportunities also exist
in the southwest quadrant of the interchange
along the west and south sides of the study
area. Existing uses in the southwest quadrant
of the interchange create opportunities for
both maintaining existing uses as well as
redeveloping properties. Amongst the existing
buildings are several newer facilities which will
likely be part of the long-term development of
the interchange, yet other existing uses may
allow for redevelopment of similar uses or
entirely different uses of the properties. Details
of these opportunities are outlined in the land
use chapter of this plan.

Existing business at the interchange

The 2013 Comprehensive Plan for Franklin
identifies a mix of potential uses for the study
area including traditional commercial uses
at the interchange itself, commercial uses
extending west along King Street and a mix of
industrial uses east of the interchange (See
Exhibit C). These uses are supported by the
current zoning of the property including MXR
(Mixed Use Regional Center), IL (Light Industrial)
and RM (Multi-Family) (See Exhibit D).

View looking east towards the interchange along King
Street.

Existing business at the interchange
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Existing businesses at the interchange

Existing Conditions

Section 4

EXHIBIT C: COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LAND USE MAP
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EXHIBIT D: CURRENT ZONING MAP
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Section 4

Existing Conditions

Population
Franklin has experienced significant growth
in the past 24 years. From 1990 to today,
the community’s population grew over 86%.
That growth pattern remained strong until the
economic downturn of 2008 which adversely
impacted growth patterns throughout the
region. Despite this downturn, however, the
growth trend in Franklin remains upward.

Population
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000

Continuing this growth and expanding
residential opportunities within the community
will be critical if Franklin is to achieve long-term
success and financial sustainability.

Income
The median household income for Franklin
has been higher than the State of Indiana
since 2010. In 2000, Franklin held a nearly
$4,000 advantage over the State of Indiana
when it came to household income. However,
that gap has nearly disappeared. In 2013 the
median household income for Franklin was
$48,415 compared to $48,248 for the State of
Indiana.

10,000

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Population

66.3% (6,421 units) of total dwelling units in
Franklin are single family detached. 9% (872
units) are single family attached and 19.6%
(1,902 units) are multi-family. The median home
value in 2013 was $115,700. 50% of homes in
Franklin were built since 1990. Another 34%
of the homes were built before 1960. 62% of
occupied units are owner occupied with 38%
being renter occupied.
75 new residential
building permits were issued in 2014 which
continues a rising trend.

Relative disposable income is a significant
factor for retail development. Growing local
income and wages is often a critical benchmark
for attracting desired retail uses.
Median Household Income
$70,000
$60,000

Table 1 : Residential Building Permits
Issued

$50,000

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

$30,000

33
29
48
59
75
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$40,000

$49,965

2008

$51,901

2007

$57,480

2000

$62,800

1990

$51,683

0

Franklin is also nearly identical to the state
when it comes to households earning more
than $50,000 per year. 48.6% of households
in Franklin earn above $50,000 compared
to 48.5% for the State. Additionally, 28.2%
of households earn between $25,000 and
$49,999 in Franklin compared to 27.2% of
households in the state as a whole.

$46,734

5,000

$20,000
$10,000
$0
1990

2000

2008-10
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Educational Attainment

Infrastructure

Franklin has experienced marked increases in
high school graduates and college graduates
as a proportion of population since 1990. The
percentage of Franklin residents with at least
a high school diploma went from 73% in 1990
to 90% in 2010. This is a rise that surpassed
the state average, which it trailed only a decade
earlier. According to the American Community
Survey 2009-2011, while Franklin does exceed
the state average in Associate’s degrees, it
lags the state in Bachelor’s degrees (12.5%
to 14.6%) and is only on par with the state
regarding Graduate’s degrees (8.3% to 8.2%).

The study area is currently served by, or has
access to, both sewer and water facilities.
This infrastructure may not be on site for
all properties within the study area, but
accessibility exists to provide service to current
and future users. Future considerations need
to be given to expanding sewer and water lines
to service future development on both the north
and south side of King Street west of Interstate
65, as well as expanding sewers to support
industrial properties north of King Street/SR44
east of Interstate 65.

Educational Attainment
73% 76%

79% 82%

90% 87%

Franklin

1990

2000

2008-10

High School Graduate or Higher

Indiana

15% 16%

18% 19%

21% 23%

1990

2000

2008-10



Land Use

Bachelor's Degree or Higher

Growing the skilled workforce of Franklin will
not only assist business attraction efforts, but
will lead to higher wage job creation, greater
support of Franklin’s tax base, and additional
local revenues to support city services and
enhancements to the community’s overall
quality of life.

22

The study area is also served well by north/south
road networks, but contains alignment issues
in the northwest quadrant of the interchange
(specifically Paris Drive north of Burger King). A
series of east/west roads lack the connections
necessary to optimize traffic flow and access
between existing developments in both the
northwest and southwest quadrants.

Industrial uses and Ivy Tech’s facility define
the landscape of existing development east of
Interstate 65. On the west side of Interstate
65, the north side of King Street has a recently
remodeled McDonald’s, and other facilities
including a gas station built in 2009, fast food,
and retail establishments. The south side of
King Street has a collection of hotel, retail,
small industrial, mini-warehouse and older
multi-family residential properties. The mix of
uses west of the interchange have developed
organically over time, do not represent modern
thinking with regard to integrated development,
and do not appear to possess the higher
density of development required to maximize
the potential of the interchange.

Section 4

Existing Conditions

Parcel Analysis
A total of 67 parcels were included in the study
area. Within those 67 parcels, a total of 47
individual owners are represented. Parcels
range in size from approximately one tenth (0.1)
acres to 75 acres. The total assessed value of
properties in the study area for 2014 (based
on information gathered from the Johnson
County GIS) is just over $24,000,000. Taxes
payable for 2014 within the study area totaled
approximately $954,000. This represents an
increase of nearly 4% over the prior year for the
study area.
Of the 67 parcels, 35 are currently developed
with a variety of different land uses ranging
from commercial outlots to large industrial
users. The age of the structures varies from the
late 1970s to very recently, with the bulk of the
structures being constructed in the 1990s. The
condition of the properties varies significantly,
though the overall development character of the
area has been described by most stakeholders
in this plan as “tired and old”. A detailed listing
of parcel ownership, valuation and development
condition are included in the Appendix of this
document.

Prepared by HWC Engineering
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Section 5
Economic Development
Princples
Economic development means different things
to different people. Traditionally, economic
development has focused on the building of
wealth in a community. Creating high wage jobs,
building infrastructure to support assessed
valuation growth and therefore tax base and
finding ways to provide support and incentive to
local business within the community contribute
to this growth.
More recently, economic development is
beginning to focus on the development of
quality of place to support traditional economic
development efforts. With the state’s shift
away from a traditional property tax structure
to a more income/sales tax based structure, it
is becoming increasingly more important where
someone chooses to live and shop than where
they work. While building quality places has
always been an important factor in economic
development, the need to attract and retain
a talented workforce for your community and
region has never been more important than
now.
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Communities that are experiencing strong
economic development success are already
implementing strategies to enhance their
attractiveness for livability. Numerous metrics
are used to gauge relative quality of place, but
generally they include such things as:
• Quality K-12 education systems
• Higher education opportunities
• Diverse healthcare options
• Diverse neighborhoods

Franklin College

• Strong public safety factors
• Sufficient density to support certain
local services
• Specific amenities such as individual
sports facilities, trails, public
gathering spaces, recreation areas
and restaurants
• Community activities and culture
• Community heritage
Franklin has taken many steps in this direction
already, and the development opportunities at
the King Street open up even more opportunities
to capitalize on this strategy.

Franklin High School
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Franklin Cultural Arts and Recreation Center

Franklin Greenway Trail

Section 5

KEY DECISION METRICS
Many business location decisions are driven
by site selectors, developers and real estate
brokers assisting businesses in their decision
making process. This process used to be a
process of selection, but has become more
of a process of elimination. Often candidate
locations are weighed against one another and,
one by one, locations are removed from the list
because of a failure to reach an assessment
metric in the decision process. In some cases,
these metrics are physical such as interstate
or utility access. In other cases, these metrics
are tied to less physical factors such as a
community’s responsiveness to requests for
information or coordinated local leadership.

Economic Development Principles

workforce.
This reinforces the need for
communities to focus on improving their quality
of life to support the attraction and retention of
a quality workforce in the community, not just
infrastructure and site availability.
Real estate brokers that specialize in retail and
restaurant development were interviewed as
part of this plan and indicated the selection
criteria differ significantly from industrial site
selectors. They focus on things such as:
1. Population within the trade area
2. Traffic counts
3. Disposable income
4. Site visibility and access

Inside Indiana Business recently noted a survey
conducted by Area Development Magazine of
site selection consultants across the country.
According to the survey, the top 10 ranked
criteria for business and industry location
decisions are:

5. Access to parking
6. Competitor’s locations
7. Future demographic projections
8. Building site size and orientation

1. Labor costs

9. Proximity to other franchises

2. Highway accessibility

10. Availability of signage

3. Availability of skilled labor
4. Availability of advanced information
and communication services
5. Construction costs
6. Energy availability and costs
7. Corporate tax rates
8. Crime rate
9. Available buildings and shovel ready
sites
10. Tax exemptions/incentives
Two of the top three criteria are focused on
the availability and cost of the community’s

Prepared by HWC Engineering

Each potential retail use also has specific
metrics for each selection criteria. For example,
Darden Inc, the parent company for restaurant
chains Olive Garden and Longhorn Steakhouse,
state on their franchising website that Olive
Garden requires 100,000 people within their
trade area and Longhorn seeks the same
population base with a 30,000 average daily
traffic count near their facility. Bob Evans
notes on their franchising website that they
only require 35,000 people in their trade area,
but high rise signage with a reader board is
required. Restaurants and retail chains have
complex requirements that are highly varied.
Significant research is done before restaurants
and retail establishments make a decision to
locate in a community.
29
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KEYS TO SUCCESS
Economic development is a competitive process.
Factors such as regional amenities and trade
areas certainly impact a community’s ability to
be successful, but there are fundamental local
criteria that must be in place for any community
to experience successful economic growth
in a very competitive economic development
environment. Among these are:

1. Strategic investment is essential to
long-term sustainability
Being ready for development opportunities is
a critical part of being successful. While site
selection decisions used to be made over
several months, they are now made in a few
weeks. This means that communities that
have not invested in critical infrastructure
to open sites for development or are not
prepared to do so as part of a public/private
partnership, are often left without sites to
market and lose the deals before they are
ever really considered.

2. Plan for the future, but be flexible
It is important to have a plan for what
you want as a community and how you
plan to achieve it. A plan is only as good
as the best available information at the
time the plan is written. Opportunities for
development often occur in the middle
of a plan’s implementation and in some
cases these opportunities, while good and
worth pursuing, were never anticipated
by the original plan. Flexibility is essential
to ensuring that good decisions are made
throughout the life of the plan. This flexibility
must be tempered, however, by establishing
the correct vision and strategies to provide
a decision making framework that can
evaluate future opportunities and ensure
the best decisions are made. Establishing
the criteria to make the best decisions will
ensure consistency in the implementation
of the plan, maintain the spirit of the plan
as future decisions are made, and allow the
required flexibility to deliver the best longterm development within the community.

3. Decisions must be made for the shortterm and the long-term

New round about at Walnut and Main Streets in Franklin.
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Short-term success is key to successful
plan implementation, but truly sustainable
economic success is a long-term proposition
often taking years to see the complete
implementation of strategies identified
in the plan. Communities are hungry for
development to occur and when good
opportunities are presented, communities
should
aggressively
pursue
them.
Sometimes, however, early opportunities
may not be in the best long-term interest of
the community. In these cases, it is critical
for communities to say no. This is very
difficult to do as nobody wants to walk away
from a potential deal, but sometimes saying
no to a project is the best decision.

Section 5

4. Be clear, concise, and consistent in
decision making
People involved in site selection decisions
are looking to mitigate risk. These decisions
used to be based on where a client had the
greatest opportunity to succeed. Today,
with new financing constraints and market
competitiveness, decisions are being made
to locate where businesses have the least
opportunity to fail. With that in mind, it is
critical that communities are responsive
to requests for information, clear in
their expectations and desires, concise
in outlining timelines and development
standards, and consistent in the application
of standards from one project to another.
This will create trust and confidence in
potential development partners that their
investment will be protected, as well as
mitigate some of the risk inherent to private
capital investment decisions.

Johnson County courthouse

Prepared by HWC Engineering

Economic Development Principles

5. Local leadership is a key
Another part of mitigating risk is trusting the
people with whom you do business. Being
able to demonstrate that local entities work
together and are interested in common
outcomes is one of the first things that site
selectors look for in communities. Being
in a position to commit to things such as
infrastructure construction and incentives,
and then being able to deliver on that
commitment, will help secure the current
deal. It will also set the tone in the broader
development community that it is safe to do
business with the community in the future.
Much of economic development success is
about building momentum and sustaining
that momentum into the future. Building a
reputation as a trusted and reliable partner
will set Franklin apart from its competition
thus making Franklin more competitive in
securing economic development projects.

Franklin City Hall
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ECONOMIC TOOLS
Economic development is sometimes referred to
as building the tools that identify and capitalize
on the assets and processes available to the
community to promote economic success. This
“toolbox” also develops a shared understanding
of the most efficient ways to engage these
assets, and the proper circumstances and
methods to use them. Franklin has many
opportunities locally to build this toolbox to
position itself for long-term economic success.
Among these opportunities are:

Higher Education
The City of Franklin is fortunate to be represented
by two higher education institutions, Ivy Tech
Community College and Franklin College. Each
provides opportunities not just to educate the
community’s population, but also to partner
in creative ways to support business training,
lifelong learning and talent attraction within the
community.
Despite this, many described the colleges
as “hidden gems” in the community. Recent
partnerships like the one between the City,
Franklin College and B2S labs to create
research and internship opportunities locally
are a great example of the power in leveraging
these relationships and raising the visibility of
the institutions.

Messaging
At the heart of economic development is telling
a good story. Hoosiers are traditionally not
very good at telling our stories as our penchant
for being humble tends to get in the way of
celebrating success. In order to compete
from an economic development perspective,
it is critical that we develop, hone and sell our
stories if we wish to compete regionally and
globally. Franklin is a proud and successful
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community with a strong heritage and a family
friendly atmosphere. There are true local
business successes and a desire to create a
progressive, vibrant future for the community.
Establishing the tools to create, package and
sell that message will be important for Franklin
to achieve its long-term vision.

Internal Processes
Just as important to securing an economic
development opportunity for your community is
closing the deal. In order to do this, communities
need to have the resources and procedures to
respond quickly and accurately to prospects.
Having a single point of contact locally to act
on requests, preparing economic development
data to respond quickly and responsibly to
incentive requests, and establishing the
internal mechanisms to provide clear, concise
and consistent messaging will help drive
decision processes and help deliver economic
development success.
Franklin currently
does a good job in responding to economic
development opportunities.

Stakeholder Collaboration
Maintaining strong local coordination is critical
to closing economic development deals. Strong
communication, coordination and connection
between the City of Franklin, Johnson County,
Johnson County Development Corporation,
Chamber of Commerce, local schools, colleges
and other local organizations will help the
community respond effectively to potential
development deals and allow for leveraging
resources and assets to create the most
competitive position for the community.

Section 5

Economic Development Principles

Public/Private Partnerships
Rarely does successful economic development
occur where there is not a combination of
both public and private investment. This type
of public/private partnership can take many
forms, but is ultimately an effort to successfully
implement a common vision in a more efficient
and cost effective manner than may exist
without such coordination. This is done while at
the same time attempting, as best as possible,
to limit the risk to each party.
These partnerships may result in, among other
things, the construction of needed infrastructure,
vertical construction of buildings for sale or
lease, development of public amenities such as
parks and open spaces or in some cases cross
marketing and competitive incentivization of
targeted business types. Whatever approach
is chosen, such partnerships are increasingly
separating winning and losing communities,
especially when it comes to development and
redevelopment within the community core.

Franklin shell building.
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Section 6
Project
Recommendations
The primary objective of this planning process
has been to establish the path by which Franklin
can achieve its vision for its primary eastern
gateway. Before strategies can be identified on
how best to achieve that vision, it is necessary to
process the data gathered during this planning
effort and refine it into a set of clear community
goals and preferences for the interchange.
This Section will outline the overall goals for the
interchange, identify the preferred land uses for
the area, discuss the phasing of development
and redevelopment opportunities, outline
the general thoughts regarding the future
character of the area, and begin to identify key
elements that are critical to the success of the
interchange.
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KEY PROJECT GOALS

DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

The findings and recommendations of this
planning effort are driven by the primary goals
listed below. These goals were developed by the
steering committee with consideration of the
Comprehensive Plan, input from the public and
a variety of stakeholders in the community, and
the analysis of base data collected as part of
this planning effort. These goals form the base
from which the remaining plan elements are
derived and serve as the guiding principles in
the development of recommended future action
items identified later in this planning document.

Land Use

1. The interchange should be a priority
in the overall economic development
strategy of the community.
2. The interchange needs to serve as an
inviting gateway to the community.
3. The interchange needs to compliment
other commercial areas in the
community, not compete with them
(especially the downtown).
4. The interchange must function as
a safe and organized part of the
thoroughfare system.
5. Uses at the interchange should create
a regional destination/attraction for
visitors.
6. Development at the interchange
should serve the citizens of Franklin
as much as travelers on Interstate 65.
7. The interchange should serve as
an engine for job creation in the
community.
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The interchange provides a significant palette to
develop a variety of uses. The key to successful,
sustainable development is to achieve the
right balance of uses to energize the entire
interchange.
This means the right mix of retail services,
primary employers, and potential residential
alternatives is critical to the long-term success of
the area, as well as the supportive connectivity
to the rest of the community. Exhibit E, and the
text that follows, breaks down the proposed
land uses for areas near the interchange.

Industrial
It is anticipated that industrial uses will be
contained to the east side of Interstate 65
(Area A & H). There is already a strong base of
industrial development in the area, and several
existing sites are currently zoned and marketed
for industrial use. While the industrial sites
may lend themselves to a future mix of facility
sizes, the current trend has been toward
larger footprint distribution facilities. Given
the access to the interstate, that trend should
be supported and encouraged. Current sewer
access is somewhat limited north of SR 44. In
order to realize the maximum potential of the
area, it is essential that a plan be established to
support future utility expansion when required.
Once infrastructure is in place, there is over
100 acres of ground available for industrial
development in Area A.

Section 6

Project Recommendations

Commercial

Residential

The interchange is currently home to several
commercial uses.
During the planning
process, it was identified that while these uses
serve some of the local demand, they do not
completely serve either the local desire or
traveler demand for services. Specifically, there
is a need for additional quality hotel/hospitality
facilities, restaurant options, and grocery
needs. Some of these facilities exist in other
parts of the community or other locations along
Interstate 65, but there is an underlying need to
enhance and expand quality commercial uses
at the interchange.

Long-term
economic
success
requires
residential growth. Whether it is building
workforce, tax base, or supportive disposable
income for local businesses, growing the
residential base of the community provides an
essential asset for long-term success.

It is also important to coordinate commercial
uses between the interchange and the downtown
commercial district. In order to ensure the longterm vibrancy of both areas, it is essential that
the two areas work with one another, and not
compete directly for uses. National chains and
larger facilities tend to be more appropriate at
the interchange, while more “mom and pop”
and specialty retailers may be more appropriate
in the downtown. This does not mean that
there are not opportunities for a cross-over
of uses, but such decisions must be carefully
coordinated to ensure success for both areas.

The interchange presents the opportunity
to engage a variety of residential types and
densities, as well as promote the continued
development of Franklin as a location for
all phases of life. Franklin must embrace
young professionals, growing families, college
graduates, and retirees if it is to be a sustainable
community. Area C presents an opportunity
for mixed use development that may include
residential components, or standalone, higher
density residential buildings. One important
factor to keep in mind is that whatever develops
within Area C must be sensitive to the transition
between those uses and the existing residential
units to the west. Area G also provides an
opportunity for strategic multi-family residential
development. This would likely be moderate to
high density in nature, and may include multiple,
multi-story buildings within a coordinated
development plan.

The interchange provides opportunities for both
commercial development and redevelopment.
Greenfield development opportunities exist in
several locations including nearly 23 acres of
property ready for development in Area B as well
as six (6) commercial lots ready for development
in Area G. Area C and D have nearly 30 acres of
undeveloped property available if the required
infrastructure and access were in place. There
are also several commercial redevelopment
opportunities in Areas B, C and D.

City View Farm apartments in Franklin
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EXHIBIT E: PROPOSED LAND USE
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Recreational

Institutional

During the planning process, one opportunity
that was identified was to create a specialized
recreation destination at the interchange.
This use would be a regional draw, and serve
both local needs as well as those outside the
community. While several areas have pursued
more traditional youth sports facilities focused
on activities such as baseball and soccer, the
proposed Franklin facility would be built around
a more unique set of activities. These might
include water parks, BMX courses, rope lines,
rugby, lacrosse and “extreme sports”.

Area F is the current location of Ivy Tech
Community College’s Franklin Campus. While
this planning effort has not prescribed a
particular use for this property, it is anticipated
that Ivy Tech will continue the use of, and
expand, on this property moving forward.
Another key institutional use at the interchange
is the National Guard Armory. While not part of
the geography of the study, the Armory provides
critical employment at the interchange, hosts
a number of community events, and is a solid
anchor to the southern part of the proposed
redevelopment area.

Area E provides a 75 acre site that, with
the correct partnership, could facilitate the
development of such a use.
It is important that, prior to the development of
this facility, key stakeholders in the community
come together to define the proper development
criteria for this facility. Franklin is already home
to great athletic facilities and this use should
be designed to integrate with and support those
facilities.

Sky Trail Course - Galveston, Texas

Prepared by HWC Engineering

It is possible that other institutional uses might
desire to locate at the interchange. While the
existing uses are great assets to the community
and should expand in the future if possible,
future additional uses must be carefully
considered based on their tax impact to the
community and the benefits and advantages
they might bring to Franklin.

Ivy Tech
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DEVELOPMENT PHASING

Short-Term Development Opportunities

Setting expectations is a critical part of any
planning effort. Based on information provided
by key stakeholders, it is known that prior to
the economic downturn in 2008, conversations
were ongoing with several potential users at
the interchange. While those discussions are
no guarantee of future opportunities, they are
an indicator of potential future opportunity.
As the economy continues to recover, it is
important to drive successes in the short-term,
while at the same time preparing for long-term
opportunities.

In many cases, developing an undeveloped
property is easier, faster, and more cost
effective than redeveloping a property. It is
likely that development opportunities will
present themselves sooner in areas that have
few owners (limiting the requirements for
property acquisition), have infrastructure and
access in place, and are free of development
impediments (including existing buildings that
need to be purchased and removed). For this
reason, it is likely that short-term development
opportunities will focus on areas such as Areas
A1, A2, A3 and A4.

What follows is an assessment of anticipated
development timing for areas within the study
area. While there is no certainty that one
property will develop sooner than another,
there are certain criteria that make earlier
development more likely. Activities such as
strategic investment in public infrastructure and
the development of public private partnerships
can change the market focus in a specific area
and enhance the development likelihood of
a given property. However, for the purposes
of this analysis, the existing condition of the
property was given the greatest weight and
consideration. Exhibit F outlines, based on
current conditions, the anticipated timeline for
market driven development and redevelopment
opportunities within the study area.

Existing businesses at the interchange
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Area A1 has infrastructure and access, and is
well positioned for commercial development
that will benefit from direct proximity to the
interchange. Area A2 does not have the same
infrastructure availability as Area A1, but its
singular ownership by Franklin College provides
an opportunity for a unique partnership with the
City.
Part of Area A3 south of State Road 44
has infrastructure in place and is ready for
development. The portion of Area A3 north of
State Road 44 has limited sewer availability, but
other utilities are in place. All of Area A3 stands
ready to capitalize on the momentum already
created with industrial development on the east
side of Interstate 65.
Area A4 has short-term development potential
based on the presence of shovel ready
development sites.
This is an especially
attractive development option for single outlot
users. However, given the relative distance
from the interchange, it is likely that small nonretail uses will be most attracted to Area A4.
The market for these uses is traditionally softer
than for retail at interchanges so it may take
longer for this area to fully develop.

Section 6

Project Recommendations
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Mid-Term Development Opportunities

Long-Term Development Opportunities

Mid-term opportunities tend to have some
challenges that need to be overcome in order
to facilitate enhanced development of the
property. In this case, Areas B1, B2 and B3
have existing developments that may or may
not need to be redeveloped to facilitate further
development of the property.

Area C presents one of the greatest challenges
at the interchange. The area consists of several
individual parcels with different ownership.
Most of the parcels have buildings located on
them (both occupied and unoccupied), while a
few parcels are presently undeveloped. There
are older and newer investments in Area C, and
the newer building investments are anticipated
to remain at the interchange for many years.
The existing level of development in this area,
along with the relatively large number of parcels
in the area, will make assembly of parcels under
a single ownership challenging and more time
consuming. As assembly is likely a prerequisite
to significant redevelopment occurring within
Area C, the outlook for change in this area has
a greater time horizon than others within the
study area.

Area B1 has some existing residential
development that, in the long run, does not
represent the highest and best use of the
property given its proximity to an interstate
interchange. It is anticipated that the property
will develop in some commercial manner in the
future, but if it were to redevelop residentially,
it is likely to warrant a density that is much
greater than the current residential use of the
property. The western portion of Area B1 may
develop sooner than the redevelopment of the
existing residential property, however access
and infrastructure would need to be resolved to
facilitate that development.
Areas B2 and B3 are nearly completely
developed, but future market pressure may
create a demand to redevelop many of the
currently developed parcels. For this demand to
exist, however, it will likely require development
momentum created from the development of
other areas within the study area.
Area B4 is identified as a mid-term opportunity
because the primary property owner, Ivy Tech
Community College, has indicated they have
plans to expand the current facility, however no
timetable has been established for this future
expansion.
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In summary, the study area has many
opportunities. Areas that are undeveloped are
more likely to develop in the short-term because
of the relatively lower cost to development than
areas that require the purchase of several
buildings. Areas with existing utilities are likely
to develop sooner than those without utilities.
Areas closer to the interchange will likely
experience activity before those further away
because of the energy and traffic generated by the
interchange itself. With these factors in mind, it
is anticipated that commercial activity will begin
in the northwest quadrant of the interchange.
Industrial development will continue to occur
as market conditions dictate on the east side of
the interchange. As development momentum
increases in the study area, property assembly
in the southwest quadrant of the interchange
will increase and create additional opportunities
for redevelopment.

Section 6

DEVELOPMENT CHARACTER
The character of the proposed developments
within the project area will play an important role
in the attractiveness of the location to potential
tenants and their prospective customers. More
importantly, the location of this area adjacent
to the Interstate 65 Interchange means that it
is the most visible location within the Franklin
community and may serve as the only impression
many people visiting the City of Franklin have
of the community. Given these factors it is
imperative that future development patterns
and design character reflect a quality that
exemplifies its visibility within the community
and also its prominent location along the heavily
traveled Interstate 65 corridor.
All development decisions made within the
economic development area must be met with
a scrutiny toward a higher standard indicative of
the visual appearance and functional efficiency
which people have come to expect in high
quality communities. This does not mean that a
strict set of design standards must be adhered
to in order to meet development requirements.
Rather, it suggests that the proposed
development should possess an architectural
quality which reflects the traditional nature of
the Franklin community while also exhibiting
some unique and attractive design features
not typically found in strip type commercial
developments.

Hamilton Town Center development
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In order to remain regionally competitive and
attractive to developers, Franklin needs to
be careful not to place overwhelming design
requirements on the area which are not
supported by market driven factors. There is
a delicate balance which must be achieved
between market supported development
standards. The city needs to make extra
efforts to clearly define their visual quality and
character expectations when it comes to the
following key features of new developments in
the area:
• Architectural style;
• Efficient access;
• Business signage and environmental
graphics;
• Easy to navigate for visitors;
• Fit, finish, and durability of exterior
building materials;
• Roadside and buffer landscaping;
• Parking lot orientation and circulation
patterns;
• Intersection treatments and key
transportation corridor design;
• Pedestrian amenities and walkability.
Through the course of plan development, the
topic of development character and style was
discussed. Both steering committee and public
feedback was used to develop a series of visual
preferences for new development within the
project area. During these conversations it was
agreed that development character should be
used to help support the economic development
needs of the area but not ‘dictate’ a unique
design character for individual developments
within the project area. Following is a brief
description of the desired visual character
expressed for major elements or features of
new development within the project area.
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Architectural Style

Iconic Structures and Landscape Features

The preferred architectural style exhibited a
more contemporary and custom style of design.
The committee and the public reviewed a variety
of different building styles during the planning
process. Examples of these are available in the
Appendix. The preferred look and feel was one
that was clean and consistent, but also unique
to the interchange. It was determined that
design concepts be consistent enough to create
a sense of place for the interchange, while
also being varied enough to create a visually
interesting reason for visitors and residents to
want to explore the interchange. Varied building
storefront widths and cornice depth along with
unique soffit and cornice features can provide
important visual relief and shadow lines. Classic
and durable design materials such as stone,
brick, and exposed metal should be considered
with a fresh color palette which goes beyond
typical beige and light grey standards accepted
in many commercial districts. Quality, durability,
and visual appeal should be the driving factors
behind future commercial development in the
project area with careful consideration given
to the most visually dominant architectural
features.

A preference was shown for a more traditional
treatment on landscape and gateway features
which reflect design characteristics similar to
those found throughout the Franklin community.
Providing a modern twist on classic materials
such as brick, limestone, and cast iron will help
provide a visual continuity with other community
features while maintaining enough flexibility to
exhibit a characteristic unique to the project
area. Inclusion of art and/or artistic themes
should be explored to help elevate the level of
intrigue, discovery and cultural immersion for
visitors to the area and differentiate the area
from the historic downtown.

Development example

Development example
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Commercial Buildings
Commercial building character should exhibit an
upgraded design character beyond the typical
corporate standard used in many commercial
areas. This upgraded standard should focus on
improved visual quality of both building design
and ornamentation.

Section 6

Hotel/Hospitality
The preferred hotel/hospitality character should
reflect a modern corporate or extended stay type
of facility with the height of the buildings not
becoming overly dominant when compared to
the relatively flat character of surrounding land.
Three to five story structures with high quality
materials and unique architectural features
should be encouraged.
In summary, a great deal of conversation
has taken place during this planning process
regarding the ultimate character of the
interchange. There is a strong consensus
that the interchange needs its own, unique
character yet still remain sensitive to being
connected to the rest of Franklin. There is also
a general understanding that this plan outlines,
at a high level, the vision for the future of the
interchange. This includes such concepts as
consolidating commercial signage, creating
consistent themes between buildings within
the same development, encouraging the
private sector to bring new design concepts
forward for consideration, developing 360
degree architectural design, sharing access
across properties and maximizing the efficiency
of development to provide the best possible
impact for assessed valuation growth and job
creation.

Project Recommendations

A next step following this plan is ensuring that
the development standards are in place to
implement that vision. While there is currently
an overlay in place that discusses development
standards in the study area, the general
consensus of stakeholders involved in this
planning effort is that the existing standards do
not go far enough to ensure delivery of the plan’s
vision. For this reason, it is recommended that
the City initiate a review/update of the current
overlay and design standards. The purpose of
this review is to look at the detailed standards
for items such as:
• Architectural standards
• Landscaping and screening
• Setbacks
• Site layout
• Traffic circulation
• Signage
• Lighting
• Parking
This process should be initiated by the City, but
the end product will be better if private industry
stakeholders are engaged in the process of
developing the standards. This will ensure that
market conditions inform the development of
the new standards and that a proper balance
of vision and market reality deliver the best
achievable end product for Franklin.

Cambria Suites in Noblesville
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CORRIDOR CHARACTER

The redeveloped King Street corridor should
function as a gradual gateway into Franklin with
an emphasis on enhanced roadway amenities
such as curbed and planted medians, reduced
lane widths and other traffic calming features.
This treatment will allow travelers a chance to
‘decompress’ from higher interstate speeds
and gradually become aware of an enhanced
visual experience. Pedestrian improvements as
it transitions should be added along King Street
which helps provide enhanced access to the
project into a residential area for pedestrians
and bicyclists. These improvements should
eventually be connected to surrounding
neighborhoods and schools and the larger
Franklin Historic Greenway Trail system.

Equally as important as the overall design
character to the success of this area’s
redevelopment is the character of the roadway
corridor leading up to and beyond the project
area. This corridor, formerly known as SR 44
and now known as King Street, should exhibit a
character which provides a welcome statement
into the community and invites visitors to
explore beyond this location into the larger
Franklin community. The King Street corridor
acts not only as a transition from the Interstate
65 corridor into the project area, but also as a
transition between this important community
gateway to other city attractions such as Franklin
College and Downtown Franklin. The details for
the King Street corridor described below will be
developed during a separate design process
tailored specifically to the corridor, but its
importance to the overall long term success of
the Interstate 65 economic development area
cannot be understated.

B

f.

d.

e.

g.

a.

g.
c.

B

f.

Roadside character should begin to take the
form of a ‘linear park’ style setting reflective
of more traditional landscape architectural
roadway treatments with classic characteristics
exhibited in historic Fredrick Law Olmsted
parkways or George Kessler boulevards. The
character of the King Street corridor should

King Street

b.
LEGEND:

King Street Conceptual Plan
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Section 6
make a drastic departure from the existing
highway character with curbs replacing the wide
paved shoulders and a raised planted median
replacing the existing paved drainage areas.
The area between the Interstate 65 interchange
and Lover’s Lane/Paris Drive was selected
by the committee as the ideal location for a
primary gateway design statement. The design
of this section of the King Street corridor should
include larger scale features which make a
strong statement as you are entering Franklin.
The consensus between steering committee
and public feedback was that the gateway
should have a monumental scale visible from
the Interstate 65 corridor. While creating a large
monumental gateway feature is an achievable
goal, the costs associated with accomplishing
this goal will require significant city investment.
While the primary preference for the location
of the major gateway elements was within or
just after the Interstate 65 interchange, further
analysis of the existing physical conditions
present between the Interstate 65 interchange
and Lover’s Lane/Paris Drive indicates that the
primary gateway features should be located
closer to the existing Lover’s Lane/Paris Drive
intersection. By placing a major gateway
statement in this location, the city can increase
the visual impact of its investment by coupling

Right-of-Way
10’ Asphalt Trail
Existing Drainage Swale
Filled in Drainage Swale
S.R. 44

Project Recommendations

the construction of a major gateway structure
with a unique and highly visible intersection
treatment.
This location will help the city avoid any
potential loss of investment which may occur if
INDOT should decide to reconfigure or expand
this interchange in the future. Improvements
should be considered within the space at the
Interstate 65 ramps and along the King Street
corridor leading up to Lover’s Lane/Paris Drive,
which hint at the treatments found along the
remainder of the corridor. Providing a preview
of larger corridor design features will help build
interest and anticipation for visitors as they
slow to local speeds. Including smaller scaled
statements along the corridor will help unify
the appearance and treatment of the entire
corridor, and will help establish a strong sense
of place for the Franklin community.
There was strong consensus that the design
character of any future gateway feature should
reflect but not mimic the existing design
statements in other areas of the City. The city
should encourage the design of a gateway
feature to explore new twists on the traditional
materials of brick, limestone, and cast iron that
are used in other parts of the city. Public art
should be considered as an integral component
to the overall King Street corridor and Interstate
65 gateway design. This can be accomplished
by providing spaces along the corridor for
the inclusion of commissioned art pieces or
by interweaving bold artistic expression into
some of the major features along the corridor.
At the end of the day, the city should begin to
explore how an innovative and creative use of
materials, along with incorporation of public
art, will ultimately create the desired effect of
making a bold gateway statement, while also
creating enough interest and intrigue to invite
exploration into other parts of the community.

Section B-B from the King Street Conceptual Plan
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CONCEPTUAL PLAN
As part of this planning effort, the conceptual
development plan (Exhibit G) has been developed
to bring all of the analysis together into a visual
representation of the various elements of the
proposed interchange plan. It is important to
note that this plan is a concept only, and does
not reflect actual planned development projects.
It is also important to note that it is anticipated
that this conceptual plan may take decades to
fully develop, however, there are opportunities
for development in the short-term.
As outlined in the Development Phasing section
of this plan, these short-term opportunities
tend to be industrial uses on the east side
of Interstate 65, commercial uses in the
northwest quadrant of the interchange, and
on the Franklin College property. The land use
types discussed previously in this document
are identified by color in the conceptual plan.
The conceptual plan also reflects a general
organization of future uses built around the
concepts developed in the development
character portion of the plan. In addition,
infrastructure improvements have been
conceptually shown providing access to property
throughout the plan. These improvements
generally include the development of east
west connectors and the development of main
north south corridors. As actual development
occurs within the area and individual properties
are coordinated into a cohesive development
pattern, such infrastructure alignment may be
altered significantly to accommodate long-term
development needs within the study area. It is
anticipated, however, that the existing access
points to King Street identified in this plan will
remain consistent with future access points.
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This conceptual plan also identifies potential
building forms that may develop at the
interchange. In some cases, these building
forms may represent the potential for existing
businesses to remain at the interchange even as
development and redevelopment activity takes
place around them. This includes such uses
in the northwest quadrant of the interchange
such as restaurant outlots, hotel sites, and
in-line and anchor user buildings. In other
cases, such as the southwest quadrant of the
interchange, a more aggressive redevelopment
pattern is proposed that would significantly alter
the current development character within the
study area. Over time, the actual construction
of buildings at the interchange may look very
different from those proposed in this conceptual
plan, but this layout has been developed based
on best available market data at the writing of
the plan.
Though the plan is conceptual, there are key
concepts that are identified on the conceptual
development plan which will help define the
long-term functionality and character of the
interchange. These broad concepts (highlighted
in Exhibit H) include:

Redevelopment Opportunities
The plan envisions significant redevelopment
of uses that are currently located at the
interchange, however that does not mean that
all uses will ultimately be redeveloped. In many
cases existing uses may be permitted to remain
and even expand with the proper permits and
plan review, while others may have opportunities
to relocate to other areas within the study
area. This is especially true in the southwest
quadrant of the interchange. In some cases
redevelopment may happen parcel by parcel with
uses that are identified as appropriate within
this plan. As identified previously, it is more
likely, however, that redevelopment will require
the assembly of multiple properties under a

Section 6
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EXHIBIT G: CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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unified ownership to make redevelopment of
the area fiscally possible. The conceptual plan
identifies potential buildings in the southwest
quadrant that have uniform orientation to one
another to maximize the potential efficiency of
development. Limiting the number of individual
owners is a key component to achieving that
efficiency.
It is also critically important that as
redevelopment occurs, great attention and care
is given to ensuring that the proper transitioning
and buffering is in place to protect the existing
uses that remain, especially the residential
uses in the northwest and southwest quadrants
of the interchange.

Commercial Mix
The conceptual plan establishes development
footprints for a collection of retail outlots, retail
strip center, office uses and potential mixed-use
buildings. During the planning process, it was
identified that certain uses are desired at the
interchange. These include:
• Quality hotels
• Sit-down restaurants
• Grocery facilities
• Coffee shops/gathering places
• Conference facilities
• General retail services
A full list of desired uses can be found in the
Appendix of this document. Areas for both
sit-down and fast-food facilities are indicated
along the King Street corridor in the northeast
and northwest quadrants of the conceptual
plan. These uses are intended to serve both
the existing population of Franklin as well as
the interstate traveler. Potential hotel buildings
have also been proposed on both the north and
south side of King Street to accommodate hotel
users. It is possible to locate a smaller grocery
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within the undeveloped area in the northwest
corner of the interchange, or a larger facility
could potentially be located south of King Street
depending on market demand. Additional space
is proposed for other retail services, medical
office, financial, and other general retail users
west of the interstate.

Commercial West of Interstate 65
In order to help create momentum and energy
for the development and redevelopment of
the commercial areas on the west side of the
interchange, this plan recommends that no
retail uses be permitted on the east side of
Interstate 65. Office uses should be considered
on a case by case basis, but it is planned that
the area east of the interchange will develop
with primarily industrial uses.

Regional Activity Center
One opportunity identified as part of this
planning effort was the need to create a unique
destination to draw regional traffic to the
interchange. One option that was discussed
was the creation of an entertainment/sports
campus. While other communities in central
Indiana have initiated attractions primarily
focused on more traditional sports like soccer
and baseball, the desire for this facility is to
focus on unique alternative uses. These may
include a rugby, lacrosse, BMX course, indoor
recreation/fitness center, rope course and
zipline, skate park, indoor field house, sports
medical facilities, indoor or outdoor water park,
amphitheater, etc.

Saxony Beach in Fishers
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EXHIBIT H: CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN WITH DISTRICTS
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This facility could focus on active entertainment
options as well as educational programming
related to fitness.
This Regional Activity
Center may be built in partnership with the
City of Franklin and Franklin College. Facility
management and operational funding are
areas that will need to be planned for. A
study completed for the City by the National
Association of Sports Commissions identified
that a gap in required hotel space currently
exists and must be addressed if such a regional
facility is to succeed.

Residential/Mixed Use
The current residential uses at the interchange
do not take advantage of their proximity to
the interchange. They do not benefit from the
natural densities that are called for in such
areas, and are not oriented in a way to help
facilitate further development. In the southwest
quadrant of the plan, potential for more dense
residential uses are identified. These may take
the form of a stand alone higher density facility,
or may be a mix of residential and commercial
uses. These uses may serve as a buffer
between future commercial uses and the single
family uses that are already in place north and
west of the study area. It is important that any

Residential development example
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uses in this area are required to appropriately
buffer and screen their impact from existing
single family homes along the western edge of
the study area, just like it is important to buffer
the commercial uses in the northwest quadrant
from the existing residential uses along the
north and west edge of the study area north of
King Street.

Regional Detention
Regional drainage is an issue that needs
to be addressed to support the long-term
development of not just the study area, but
the community as a whole. One concept that
was developed during this planning process
was the creation of a regional detention facility.
While further study is required to determine the
proper sizing and location of such a facility, it is
important to view this as more than just a piece
of required infrastructure.
If designed correctly, and located properly, this
drainage facility can be a tremendous catalyst
to support the recreation and residential
development that is critically important to the
long-term success of Franklin. It can also be
an opportunity to develop and bank wetlands
to support future economic development
opportunities in Franklin. The conceptual plan
identifies the potential to marry this facility
with a potential Regional Sports Park. While
this would be ideal, the most appropriate
hydrological location of a regional detention
facility has yet to be determined.

Section 6

Project Recommendations

Road Network

Access to King Street

The proposed internal road network has
been developed in an effort to maximize the
development potential of the study area, while
maintaining a proper flow of traffic and aesthetic
consideration for planned thoroughfares.
Primary north/south and east/west corridors
are anticipated and connections to the existing
road network are made.
Frontage roads
are planned (in some cases deeper in the
development) to allow for few cuts onto King
Street and better access to the planned access
point on King Street. Specifically, the current
frontage road north of King Street is anticipated
to be extended to connect Fairway Lakes Drive
to the Paris Drive Bypass in front of McDonalds.
Roundabouts have been identified at potential
key intersections to facilitate better and safer
traffic flow. It is important to note that this layout
is conceptual, and may change as development
opportunities are presented in the future.

Access to King Street is proposed to change to
support development in the area and improve
traffic flow. The main access to the study area
is through the current signalized intersection
at Paris Drive Bypass/Lovers Lane. The plan
anticipates that this will remain the entry point
to the primary north/south thoroughfare. To
facilitate better access to existing and proposed
commercial uses north of King Street, it is
proposed that Fairway Lakes Drive would be
opened as a right in/right out intersection to
King Street.
It is possible that, if needed, future development
on the south side would install a similar access
point to serve their development as well. In order
to promote more efficient traffic movements
along King Street, the current curb cut for
Longest Drive on the north side of King Street is
proposed to be closed. In place of the Longest
Drive cut, a new access cut would be created at
County Club Lane (subject to future engineering
and design analysis that indicates such a cut
is possible). The existing cut at Milford Drive is
proposed to remain in place.

Development Orientation

Conceptual road network within project area

Prepared by HWC Engineering

In an effort to enhance the aesthetic quality of
King Street, where possible and supported by
market demand, buildings should be positioned
closer to King Street and parking should be
provided behind the buildings. The intent is not
to necessarily eliminate drive access between
buildings and King Street, but to limit the visual
impact of parking fields from King Street. This
is not always possible, especially in the case
of retail users, but when moving the building
closer to the road is not a viable option, efforts
should be made to lessen the visual impact on
parking facilities from King Street with enhanced
landscaping and screening measures.
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King Street Trails
While not completely evident by the conceptual
plan, it is anticipated that with the redevelopment
of King Street, a significant trail corridor will
be created to connect the interchange to the
neighborhoods to the west and eventually to
downtown. Significant landscaping, hardscape
elements and wayfinding signage are also
anticipated in this area to create an attractive,
pedestrian friendly, “linear park” connection
along King Street.

Consolidated Development Design
The conceptual plan also introduces the
community’s desire to have pre-planned,
organized development at the interchange. This
is identified in the commercial areas both north
and south of King Street. This development
pattern includes such elements as centralized
parking areas, cross vehicle access between
lots, attractive building orientation and efficient
utility layout. This is especially evident in the
organization of the developments east and
west of Paris Drive north of King Street, as well
as east and west of the proposed roundabout
south of King Street. This type of development
not only creates a more attractive final product,
but a more sustainable and cost effective long
term development.

Hamilton Town Center development
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Section 6

DELIVERING ON THE PLAN
Based on market information gathered from
stakeholders during this planning process,
there is current interest in development at
the interchange. Some of the interested
parties may not be the best long-term users to
support the desired vision of the interchange,
which is why developing the expectations and
development preferences for the interchange
is so important. Market conditions, without
the filter of guidelines and direction from an
organized community plan, can produce exactly
what is currently at the interchange and rarely
provides the highest and best development
product for the community.
Delivering the best product at the interchange
in the most timely and efficient manner, will
require more than just a plan. Successful
development of the area will require a strategic
partnership between the City and a private
sector partner or partners. Why is the City’s
involvement necessary in the development
of private property? While there is potential
for development at the interchange, if market
conditions alone would justify the desired private
sector investment, it would have happened
already.
Some developers we interviewed
during the planning process expressed that the
retail market at the interchange is still a little
“green” and may need a jump start to raise its
likelihood of development.

Prepared by HWC Engineering

Project Recommendations

The simple truth is that this interchange,
like many other viable commercial sites, has
limitations to what risk the private sector can
justify without a partnership with the public
sector. These include competitive alternatives
at other locations along Interstate 65, a lower
than optimal number of residential rooftops
within the immediate trade area, and a
corresponding less than optimal amount of
readily available disposable income. When
these factors are taken together with the fact
that the current development at the gateway is
disjointed and does not set the most welcoming
impression, the result is real challenge to
creating the energy that is required to effect
the change proposed in this plan. Potential first
developers at the interchange will need to be
convinced that the risk of development at the
interchange is not so high that private capital
investment at the interchange is unwarranted.
This means that they will not just be looking for
financial partnership with the City, but also a
demonstration of the City’s confidence that the
plan will be implemented. This commitment
on the part of the City to do what is necessary
to see the plan implemented will go a long way
to helping assure private investors that their
investment in Franklin will be successful in the
long-run. This is especially important for the
“pioneer” developers who are the first to step
up to assist in the implementation of the plan.
Commercial development decisions are highly
competitive and the margin for error is very thin
in most cases. A public/private partnership, and
the strategic investments that come along with
them, will help secure the type of development
desired by the City, at a pace faster than market
conditions alone can support, and in a manner
that will maximize the return of public capital
investment.
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Section 7
Implementation
Strategies
The hardest part of any journey is taking the first
step. It is for this reason that successful plans
are always developed with an eye toward how the
plan is ultimately to be implemented. This study
has identified big goals for the development and
redevelopment of the Interstate 65 interchange,
but the ultimate success of the plan will be in
developing and delivering the strategies that
will translate these goals into reality.
This chapter identifies the strategies and
activities that are necessary to activate the
implementation of this plan. These strategies
include a set of key projects that represent
the first priority in creating momentum behind
overall plan implementation. These projects are
important because they represent early critical
path activities that will open the possibility of
activation of other strategies, they will help
create early energy at the interchange to
support broader development efforts, and they
will help secure both public and private support
for the overall plan. While none of the projects
are simple or easy, some of them do represent
“low hanging fruit” that can help create the
maximum early return on investment for the
implementation of the plan.
Some of the strategies are directly connected
to other strategies identified in the plan and
others are designed to work independently.
Strategies outside of the key projects have been
assigned anticipated timelines for activation,
but it is possible that those timelines may shift
as opportunities arise to move faster or slower
than the plan anticipates.
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Project 1: New Development in
Northwest Quadrant of Interchange
Many challenges exist when taking the first step
to implement this plan, therefore it is important
to try to find a catalyst project that can create
energy at the interchange early on, raise the
profile of the area and create momentum that
will make implementation of the more difficult
parts of the plan possible moving forward. For
this reason, Franklin should work aggressively to
begin to facilitate development of the northwest
corner of the interchange. This area has the
advantage of having few current owners, some
infrastructure in place, and a motivated key
property owner who is interested in the long-term
prosperity of Franklin. For these reasons, this
area presents the most immediate opportunity
for development success.
The City cannot facilitate the development of
this area on its own and as outlined previously
in the plan, the private sector alone will unlikely
deliver end product desired by the community on
an optimal timeline. Public/private partnership
is a mechanism that will help mitigate risk for
both parties and deliver the vision of the plan.
While there are activities that are required on
both sides of the partnership, there are steps
that will likely be required to deliver on the
public side of the partnership.

Development example
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1. Identify potential property owners/
developers to join the partnership.
2. Negotiate the terms through a
developer agreement that outlines the
responsibilities, expectations, financial
terms and timelines for delivery of
each party.
3. Initiate
any
required
property
acquisition to provide the best return
and delivery of development in the
area.
4. Define any public infrastructure
investment required to facilitate the
partnership.
5. Initiate development of required public
infrastructure to facilitate the start of
private development activity.

Development example

Section 6

Implementation Strategies

Project 2: Regional Detention
The development of a regional detention facility
in Franklin provides multiple advantages and
opportunities beyond just needed improvements
to the overall drainage conditions for the area.
Depending on the ultimate location of the
facility, it can serve as a critical asset to assist in
growing the residential base of the community,
and can support and enhance the parks and
recreation facilities in the community. It can be
a potential revenue source to recover some of
the upfront capital project costs of developing
the facility by selling detention credits to
developers for use of the facility. It can be used
as a wetland bank to support future economic
development projects in the community. It also
help maximize the development potential of the
interchange by limiting the need for individual
detention facilities on prime development real
estate allowing for more square footage for
buildings, more assessed valuation growth, and
more tax base for the community.

Detention facility at Saxony corporate campus in
Noblesville
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1. Initiate a study to determine the best
location, sizing, phasing, orientation,
and operational guidelines for the
regional detention facility.
2. Coordinate
conversations
with
required stakeholders related to the
development and operation of the
facility.
3. Begin any required negotiations with
land owners to facilitate control of the
property required for development of
the facility.
4. Develop funding structures to facilitate
the development and operation of the
facility.
5. Initiate full design and construction of
facility.

Detention facility at Saxony corporate campus in
Noblesville
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Project 3: Property Acquisition
Redeveloping property is more challenging
and expensive than developing open fields.
Assembling property is one of the hardest
parts of any redevelopment process but it is
critical to the success of such efforts. Securing
control of a property or properties is often the
most difficult, time consuming, and costly
part of redevelopment efforts. Any efforts
that local entities can make to assist in this
process will not just speed up redevelopment
efforts, but in many cases may prove to be
the difference between a project’s success
or failure. There is limited interest today in
wholesale redevelopment of areas at the
interchange, but as new developments and
infrastructure improvements bring new focus
and attention to the interchange, interest will
increase in redevelopment opportunities.
Some of the current properties within the study
area do provide opportunities for changes of
use to increase the intensity of development
on that property. This will not only improve the
image of the interchange, but enhance the tax
base and energy of the interchange as well.
The Franklin Development Corporation is
designed to help facilitate strategic property
acquisition to set the framework for the long
term redevelopment of the interchange.

View from interchange looking southwest
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1. Identify key parcels for short term
and long term redevelopment
opportunities at the interchange.
2. Monitor market opportunities as
properties become available at the
interchange.
3. Initiate conversations with owners of
key parcels to assess their interest in
redevelopment opportunities for their
properties.
4. Prioritize a list of key parcels to
acquire and the criteria required for
acquiring each key parcel.
5. Initiate acquisition process to acquire
prioritized parcels when available.
6. Seek long term public/private
redevelopment partners for key
parcels.

Birds eye view looking northeast towards interchange.
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Project 4: Regional Activity Center
Initiative
Franklin is home to extensive youth sports
and parks and recreation facilities, especially
basketball and swimming, which already draw
events and activities to Franklin. With those
events, Franklin receives the benefit of increased
“tourism” to its local hotels, restaurants, and
other retailers. Many of these events and
activities can last multiple days, multiplying
the positive impact to the local economy.
While other communities are spending tens of
millions of dollars to build more baseball and
soccer attractions, Franklin has an opportunity
to develop a unique facility not designed to
compete with these other attractions, but to
compliment them and expand the market for
recreational facilities.
The potential uses for the park are outlined in
the plan, but a combination of unique active
outdoor space with indoor facilities would
position Franklin to be a successful destination
of local and regional participants.
There are issues to overcome to make the
facility work. A 2013 study of the National
Association of Sports Commissions facility
study commissioned on behalf of Franklin
identified that the lack of an entity to manage
and market a future facility and a lack of hotel
rooms to support the facility are big constraints.
However, with proper local partnerships, this
facility can be a great asset for the community,
a catalyst for development at the interchange,
and a unique facility that will differentiate
Franklin from other regional competition for
economic development opportunities.

1. Work with Franklin College to develop
a partnership agreement on the
property the College owns near the
interchange.
2. Develop a local working group of key
stakeholders related to parks and
recreation and sports activities to
develop a preferred list of activities and
initiatives for the facility and to identify
long term management opportunities.
3. Work with other county leaders to
overcome past challenges and facilitate
the development of a Johnson County
Conventions and Visitors Bureau to
help potentially promote, manage, and
finance a portion of the facility through
their innkeepers tax.
4. Consider alternate financing options of
a potential facility.
5. Work with the Johnson County
Development Corporation to develop
an attraction strategy for new hotel
facilities in Franklin.
6. Make hotels a preferred use in
any
public/private
development
agreements at the interchange.
7. Initiate design of the facility with a
phasing plan to construct the facility
over time.
8. Begin work on phase one of the plan.

Prepared by HWC Engineering
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Project 5: King Street Redevelopment
Current planning is underway to redevelop the
King Street corridor into an attractive boulevard
with trails, landscaping and hardscape elements
to redefine the look and feel of the gateway
to the community. This plan outlines the
importance of this project not just to the existing
community, but as a catalyst for development
and redevelopment at the interchange.
Suggestions are offered throughout this plan as
to what some of the elements and components
of this project should include. It is important
that these components be considered as part
of the ongoing design conversations for the
redesign project.

Conceptual rendering of upgrades to King Street
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1. Continue to coordinate elements of
this plan with the ongoing design
conversations for King Street
2. Ensure that the trails along King
Street are designed to link to the
downtown.
3. Establish key wayfinding signage and
entry monumentation.
4. Use design elements of the King
Street redevelopment to help
create new design standards for the
interchange overlay.

Section 6

Implementation Strategies

Project 6: Key Infrastructure
Several infrastructure projects have been identified by this plan. Infrastructure is a key to
securing economic development opportunities
as well as ensuring that capacity exists to maximize the development potential of key commercial and industrial areas. Constructing this
infrastructure, or at least having a plan and
timetable to be able to construct infrastructure when it is needed, is often the difference
between economic success and failure.

1. In coordination with a private partner,
design and construct the necessary
infrastructure to facilitate development
activity on the vacant properties in the
northwest quadrant of the interchange.
2. Develop a plan to extend required
sewer utilities to the vacant industrial
properties north of SR 44 on the east
side of the interchange.
3. Develop a plan to improve thoroughfare
access and extend required utilities
to the area identified for the Regional
Activity Center.
4. Once property acquisition and
development activity is planned
in the southwest quadrant of the
interchange, design the appropriate
east/west connectors.

View looking east from Jefferson Street into project area.
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View looking north along Paris Drive.
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ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES
• Short-term: Starting immediately and completed within three (3) years
• Mid-term: Completed in three (3) to five (5) years
• Long-term: Completed in five (5) years of longer
• Ongoing: Starting immediately and ongoing until completed

Goal: The interchange should be a priority in the economic development strategy of
the community.
Next steps
Timeframe
• Develop a marketable “brand” for the interchange that is focused
on the community values, Franklin’s progressive approach to
development and redevelopment, and its image as a family friendly
community.
• Implement coordinated marketing efforts for Franklin that focuses on
local and regional brokers, developers, and site selectors.

Short-term
Mid-term

Goal: The interchange needs to serve as an inviting gateway to the community.
Next steps
Timeframe
• Review and enhance the existing interchange zoning overlay to include
the use types and development criteria outlined in this plan.
• Investigate the need to develop a PUD overlay in coordination with
the current overlay district that includes private sector input into
development of the PUD components.
• Enhance and enforce building code/zoning code regulations to ensure
the ongoing and proper upkeep and maintenance of properties at the
interchange.
• Develop a program for appropriate gateway “icons” and coordinated
development signage at the interchange.
• Investigate the potential of renaming Lover’s Lane to something
that speaks to the heritage of the community or the commercial
development potential of the interchange.
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Short-term
Short-term
Short-term
Mid-term
Mid-term
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Implementation Strategies

Goal: The interchange needs to complement other commercial areas in the
community (especially the downtown), not compete with them.
Next steps
Timeframe
• Limit retail development east of the interchange to help facilitate
the strategic redevelopment of commercial areas west of the
interchange.
• Connect the interchange to other community assets like downtown
with pedestrian friendly trails (especially along King Street).
• Develop coordinated signage and way finding program for the King
Street corridor to invite/entice visitors to the community to explore
areas and assets deeper in the community.
• Focus attraction efforts on end users that are targeted for the
interchange and not more appropriately located in the downtown
district.
• Ensure development at the interchange includes uses that will attract
customers and visitors not just to the interchange, but that might be
interested in exploring deeper into Franklin.

Ongoing
Mid-term
Mid-term
Short-term and
Ongoing

Goal: The interchange must function as a safe and organized part of the thoroughfare
system.
Next steps
Timeframe
• Redesign the King Street corridor with the access points as outlined
on the conceptual plan.
• Institute internal thoroughfare systems that take advantage of
east/west and north/south primary corridors serving areas for
development.
• Utilize frontage roads to best utilize the limited access points to King
Street.
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Short-term
Short-term and
Ongoing
Short-term and
Ongoing
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Goal: Uses at the interchange should create a regional destination/attraction for
visitors.
Next steps
Timeframe
• Pursue process to create a county innkeepers tax to support the
creation of a Johnson County Convention and Visitors Bureau.
• Target developers to begin development of new hotel product at the
interchange.
• Encourage development and redevelopment policies that support an
increase in strategic residential density and commercial intensity at
the interchange.
• Provide links on the city’s website, www.locatefranklinindiana.
com, and the Johnson County Development Corporation website
connecting the sites to promote development opportunities and
Franklin attractions.

Mid-term
Short-term
Ongoing

Goal: Development at the interchange should serve the citizens of Franklin as much
as travelers on Interstate 65.
Next steps
Timeframe
• Implement targeted marketing strategy for desired end users
identified by the plan.
• Identify and formalize appropriate public private/partnerships to
drive projects at the interchange.
• Develop a deal closing fund to support targeted businesses at the
interchange.
• Support appropriate residential development at and near the
interchange to support needed growth in the community and to
support existing and future commercial uses.
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Short-term
Ongoing
Short-term
Ongoing
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Goal: The interchange should serve as an engine for job creation in the community.
Next steps
Timeframe
• Develop partnerships with local higher educational facilities to
support business attraction and retention efforts.
• Pursue the creation of a state certified technology park at the
interchange or within downtown.
• Seek approval under the State’s Certified Shovel Ready program for
additional ground at the interchange.
• Review internal processes to provide “fast track” review processes
for permits and applications as well as development plan review and
approval.
• Continue to improve links to the Johnson County Development
Corporation for overall attraction efforts.
• Support quality of place improvements to foster Franklin as an
attractive location for workforce talent attraction and grow the
residential base of the community.
• Develop entrepreneurial programs to support small business
development at the interchange. This may include, but is not limited
to, supportive services and training related to business management
and business operations and local collaborative financing for start
up and expanding businesses.
• Institute a strong local business retention and expansion program
in Franklin to support existing local business and identify potential
opportunities for development at the interchange.
• Build internal criteria for reviewing future tax abatement requests to
assist in making commitment decisions in the most efficient manner.
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Long-term
Mid-term
Short-term
Ongoing
Ongoing

Mid-term

Mid-term
Short-term
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CITY OF FRANKLIN: I-65 INTERCHANGE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Public Workshop Survey
Meeting Date: October 22, 2014

Please circle the response that most closely represents your feeling toward the statements
below: 22 SURVEYS WERE COMPLETED
1.

The interchange should be a priority in the economic development strategy of the
community.
Strongly Agree

Agree

14

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

2.

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

19

0

0

0

8

1+1+1=

Neutral

3

Disagree

0

Strongly
Disagree

0

0

The interchange needs to compliment other commercial areas in the community, not
compete with them.
Strongly Agree
1+1+1+1+1=

Agree

5

Neutral

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

9

1+1+1+1+1+1=

6

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

2

0

1+1=

The interchange must function as a safe and organized part of the thoroughfare
system.
Strongly Agree

Agree

17

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

5.

Strongly
Disagree

Agree

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

4.

Disagree

The interchange needs to serve as an inviting gateway to the community.
Strongly Agree

3.

Neutral

1+1+1+1+1=

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

0

0

0

5

Uses at the interchange should create a regional destination/attraction for visitors.
Strongly Agree

Agree

10

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

1+1+1+1+1+1+1=
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Neutral

7

1+1+1+1+1=

Disagree

5

0

Strongly
Disagree

0
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6.

Development at the interchange should serve the citizens of Franklin as much as
travelers on Interstate 65.
Strongly Agree
1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

7.

Agree

11

Neutral

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

9

1+1=

2

Disagree

0

Strongly Disagree

0

The interchange should serve as an engine for job creation in the community.
Strongly Agree
1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

8

Agree
1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=

Neutral

10

1+1+1+1=

4

Disagree

0

Strongly
Disagree

0

Other Thoughts:
STRUCTURES SHOULD MATCH OUR DOWNTOWN AREA
FRANKLIN LACKS 2 THINGS; HOTELS AND MAJOR ATTRACTION/DESTINATION (JOHN WALES;
WALESATWORK@YAHOO.COM)
AVOID TRAFFIC ISSUES SIMILAR TO SHEEK ROAD IN GREENWOOD
WE REALLY NEED NEW HOTELS TO COMPLIMENT THE AMENITITES PEOPLE ARE ALREADY COMING TO
FRANKLIN TO SEE.

6
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Vision for the Project Area

Exhibits Reference

October 22, 2014 - Results
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

WOULD LIKE TO SEE NICE SIT DOWN RESTARUANTS BUILT BY THE ITNERSTATE, SOMETHING LIKE OLIVE GARDEN
OLD MOTELS TORE DOWN AND NEW ONES BUILT. A NICE SIT DOWN RESTARUANT.
THOUGHTFUL LANDSCAPE DESIGN
VERY HIGH END MULTI-FAMILY; NO LOW END
PROTECT EXISTING SINGLE FAMILY AND EVEN ENHANCE
RE-WORK RO IMPROVE HIGHWAY INTERCHANGE AND ACCEL/DECEL LANES
STRONG ARCHITECTURAL STATEMENT - BUT NO "COOKIE CUTTER"
HIGH END RESTAURANTS; NOT PRESENT IN CITY
LARGE, UPSCALE OFFICE SPACE
POST SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL, SUCH AS ALREADY STARTED IN ZONE 'C'
LARGE SCALE BIG BOX OFFICE/WAREHOUSE
NORTH SIDE OF AREA 'H' NEEDS A BUFFER ZONE!
STOP LIGHT FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT TO AVOID SIRENS
CURRENT STRIP MALL DEMOLISHED; ACCESS TO NEW FRONTAGE ROAD TO STRIPMALL TO IMPROVE
CLEAN SLATE AND START OVER
BIKE LANES AND WALKING TRAILS
WELCOME SIGNAGE THAT DRAWS VISITORS INTO DOWNTOWN
SIT DOWN RESTARUANT SUITABLE FOR BUSINESS CLIENTS AND COLLEGE GUEST SPEAKERS
GATEWAY NEEDS TO HAVE SAFE WALKING/BIKING ACCESS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
COFFEE SHOP - GATHERING SPACE WITH WIFI FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS AFTER HOURS
THE TRAFFIC LIGHT BY McDONALDS NEEDS TO BE UPGRADED TO HAVE WALKING TRAFFIC. PEOPLE WALK ACROSS THE
ROAD ALL THE TIME.
SR44 NEEDS UPDATED. WOULD LIKE TO SEE IT CHANGED TO 4 LANES WITH A GRASS MEDIAN WITH TREES AND PLANS.
ALSO PUT IN STREET LIGHTING THAT WILL MATCH THE LIGHTING DOWNTOWN.
DEVELOPMENT NEEDS TO KEEP TRAFFIC FLOW SMOOTH AND ACCESS TO SR44 SHOULD BE LIMITED TO AVOID
EXCESSIVE TRAFFIC LIGHTS AND CONGESTION.
NO BUILDINGS VS. VACANT BUILDINGS
THE COVE APARTEMENTS NEED REMOVED OR A COMPLETE MAKE OVER. THEY ARE OUTDATED AND RUN DOWN AND
DETRACT FROM THE CITY.
THERE NEEDS TO BE TRAFFIC LIGHTS AT THE RAMPS TO GET ON AND OFF THE INTERSTATE
NEED TO FILL THE EMPTY STRIP MALL AND UPDATE THE BUILDING ACROSS THE STREET WHERE THE LIQUOR STORE IS. A
NICE LIQUOR STORE WOULD BE GOOD - LIKE CROWN LIQUORS.
NEED BETTER SIGNAGE ON INTERSTAE. CURRENTLY ALL BILLBOARDS HEADING SOUTH ADVERTISE TAYLORSVILLE AND
STATE SIGNS SHOW A BUNCH OF EMPTY SLOTS.
AVOILD TRAFFIC ISSUES SIMILAR TO SLEECK (sp) ROAD IN GREENWOOD
CONFERENCE CENTER/HOTEL; RESTAURANTS
LOWER SPEED LIMIT IN AREA
BETTER SIGNAGE DIRECTION TO DOWNTOWN SUCH AS "HISTORIC ANTIQUE AND ARCHITECTURAL DISTRICT" THAT
CLEARLY LEAD THE WAY DOWNTOWN.
WOULD LIKE TO SEE A NICE HOTEL. THERE ARE NO NICE HOTELS SOUTH OF INDY UNTIL COLUMBUS. PEOPLE COME
HERE FOR THE RACES AND A NICE HOTEL WOULD BE A GOOD BUSINESS TO HAVE.
NICE GROCERY STORE
TIES IN WITH EXISTING RENOVATION WORK GOING ON DOWNTOWN
NEED A GROCER STORE (X2X3)
GROCERY STORE
NEED QUALITY HOTELS/MOTELES
NEED GROCERY STORE
1 of 2
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40 SOUND BARRIER ALONG I-65
WOULD LIKE TO SEE A GROCERY STORE ADDED TO SERVE HOMEOWNERS EAST OF US31 AND TRAVELERS ON I-65. ALSO
41
WOULD LIKE TO SEE NICE HOTESL BUILT LIKE A HAMPTON INN
42 MORE CHOICES ON PLACES TO EAT LIKE STEAKHOUSE, RED LOBSTER, ITALIAN RESTAURANT
43 NEED MEIJER TO COMPETE WITH WALMART
COMBO HOTEL/MAJOR ATTRACTION - DESTINATION. SUCH AS A HOTEL WITH INDOOR WATER PARK. THIS COULD ALSO
44
ACCELERAATE MORE FAMILY/YOUTH SPROTS OPPORTUNITIES AT THE SCHOOLS
EASIER ACCESS TO BUSINESSES. THE OLD STRIP MALL COULD HOUSE A MID-RANGE SIT DOWN RESTAURANT BUT NEEDS
45
EASIER ACCESS.
46 WIDE SIDEWALK PATHWAYS THAT ARE INVITING
47 NICE HOTELS - HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS, HAMPTON INN, ETC.
48 TRADER JOES
49 STEAKHOUSE, ITALIAN RESTAURANT
LIKE TO SEE A MAJOR ATTRACTION LIKE IKEA, TRADER JOE'S, CABELLA'S ETC. THIS WOULD LEAD OTHER SMALL
50
BUSINESSES OR RETAILERS TO FOLLOW
51 THE COVE APPARTMENTS NEED TO BE GONE OR CLEANED UP
52 A LARGER GAS STATION CONVENIENCE STORE THAT IS EASY TO ENTER
53 ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS TO BE ENFORCED ON ALL NEW CONSTRUCTION.
54 INDOOR SHOOTING/ARCHERY RANGE OR OTHER RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
55 FINE/CASUAL DINING OPTIONS; CLASS 'A' OFFICE BUILDING; LUXURY APARTMENTS
56 OFFICE/EDUCATION HIGHER LEARNING
57 1ST RATE HOTELS FOR OUR OUT OF TOWN VISITORS/CORPORATIONS
58 WATER TOWER "FRANKLIN"
59 RETAIL CENTERS; HOTEL - HGHER QUALITY
60 MEDICAL CENTER (URGENT CARE)
61 REQUIRE IMPROVEMENT IN HOTEL/MOTEL ENTRANCE TO FRANKLIN. WOULD LIE TO SEE A RESTAURANT (NICE)
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

QUARTER MILE DIRT TRACK EAST OF 65
PLEASE NO TRUCK STOPS - I.E. WHITELAND
IKEA
HOTEL; HILTON-GARDEN, HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS
MATCH DOWNTOWN LOOK AND FEEL
FOOD MARKET SUCH AS 'WHOLE FOODS'. RESTAURANTS OTHER THAN FAST FOOD. OFFICE AND LIGHT
MANUFACTURING EAST OF I-65
AGREE WITH ABOVE
SOME SORT OF SIGNAL IN FRONT OF FIRE STATION TO ALERT TRFFIC OF THE EMERGENCY VEHICLE IS ENTERING THE
ROAD WAY.
RESTAURANTS NEED IN FRANKLIN
AVOID CHEAP LOOKING STRIP MALLS
BETTER ROAD ACCESS TO BUSINESSES. NEED SIDEWALKS.

73 GOOD LIGHTING AND SIGNAGE. SAFE FOR PEDESTRIANS YET CATER TO VEHICLES. GROCERY STORE - FRESH TYME
74 TRAFFIC CONTROL FROM NORTH BOUND I-65 EXIT RAMP.

2 of 2
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CITYOFFRANKLIN:INTERSTATE65INTERCHANGEECONOMICDEVELOPMENTPLAN
PREFFERREDLANDUSESATTHEINTERCHANGE


Thesearespecificusesfortheinterchangethatwererequestedbystakeholdersandcitizensduringthe
planningprocess:
Grocerystore

TraderJoes

FreshMarket
Qualityhotels
Sitdownrestaurants
OliveGarden
Outback
CrackerBarrel
TexasRoadhouse
RedLobster
BuffaloWildWings
Fastfoodrestaurants
Trails
Sportscomplex
Targetstore
Casino
Skyzone
Drugstore
Petstore
Destinationretail

Cabelas
BassProShops
Recreationlake
MovieTheater
Waterpark
Nicelookingstripmalls
Conferencecenter
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CITYOFFRANKLIN:IͲ65INTERCHANGEECONOMICDEVELOPMENTPLAN
SWOTANDVISIONANALYSIS



WhatistheperceptionofFranklin/theinterchange?

Interchangesetsanegativetone
ManydonotknowwhereFranklinis
FranklinCollegeisrecognizable:butisstillahiddengem
PerceivedasfarawayfromIndianapolis–toofarsouth
PeoplefeelFranklinhaslowersocioͲeconomicposition
Lowcongestion
Easyaccesstothecommunity
Interchangeisapassthrough,pitstop


Whatarethestrengthsoftheinterchange?
Housingaffordability
Safety
Senseofcommunity
Lotsofopportunitiesforcitizentogetinvolved
StrategiclocationbetweenIndianapolisandColumbus
Strongeducationalresources:KͲHigherEducation
Authenticcharm–“RealSmallTown”
Vibrantdowntown
Localhealthcaresystem
Localagencies/institutions/governmentworktogetherwell
Twomajorretirementcommunities–alsoachallengetotaxbase
Militarypresence
Goodfiscalresponsibility/nolocaldebt
Lotsofactivitiesforkids


Whataretheweaknessesoftheinterchange/community?

Housingqualityinpartsofthecommunity
Collegegraduatesleavethecommunity
Limiteddowntownhousing/upperfloorhousing
Collaborationbetweenthecollegeandthecommunity
Lackofretailoptions
Lackoflocallybaseddiningoptions
Noplanforlocalbusinessdevelopment
Lackofgroceryoptionsoralocalmarket
Lackofvisitorhospitality/hotels
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SWOTANALYSIS
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Whataretheopportunitiesfortheinterchange/community?

Improvedaestheticsandfunctionalityoftheinterchange
Improvethehodgepodgeofbuildingtypes/styles
Chancetocreateabetterfirstimpression
Plancanimproveaccessibilityandtrafficflowattheinterchange
Creationofagatewayoverlay
Needtocommunicatecommunityvalues
Provideconnectivitytoimportantplaces,featuresandentities
Needcoordinatedmarketingeffort
GatewaytoIndianapolis


Whatistheonething,ifresourceswerenoobject,whichwouldtransformtheinterchange?

Startfromscratchattheinterchange
Reorganizeaccesspointsandaccessroadsattheinterchange
Extensivelandscapingandhardscaping
Greatwayfindingandsignage
Iconicfeatureatthegateway
Createauniqueattraction/destinationfortheinterchange
Improvesafetyattheinterchange–lights,traffic,visibility,truckroutes
TraderJoes
Adestination–likeabodyofwater,oraCabela’s/BassPro
Hotels
Youthsportscomplex
MovieTheater
NiceGrocery
Restaurants
Destinationretail
Waterpark

Whatarethebroadgoals/visionfortheinterchange?

Makeitadestination
ServeIͲ65trafficaswellascurrentcitizens
ImproveImage:GreatPlace,Town,Community,FamilyFriendly,MultipleOptions
Betheplacewherepeoplewanttostay
Usegatewaytodrawpeopledowntown
DevelopaConventionandVisitorsBureau
Movetheentrancetothegolfcourse
Annexationforeconomicdevelopment
Providemoreindustrialground
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CITYOFFRANKLIN:IǦ65INTERCHANGEECONOMICDEVELOPMENTPLAN
SWOTANALYSIS









VisualPreferenceSurvey

DesiredPreferences:

Connected,butunique,architecture

Coordinateddevelopmentpatterns

Goodlookingdesign,butdonotcreatemonotony

Invitingfeel,butmakeitaplacethatfeelsspecifictoFranklin

Landscapingandsignageneedtobepartoftheoverallaestitic

Createfaçadeelementstogivebuildingsdepth
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Development Area Plan:
STATION INSTRUCTIONS:
MC CLAIN DR

PR
PRIVATE
P
RIVATE
RIVA
VAT
ATE R
RD
D

Please fill out the Franklin Economic Development Area Response
Form at this station.

CLARA CT
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H

90 N I
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B
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E
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MILFORD DR

HOLE IN ONE CT
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KING ST

HO
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SR 44
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K
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DAWN DR

C
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EW
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A
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DRIVE
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PARIS
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CARRIAGE CT
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For each question, Please rank the items in order of your priority.
Please note ranking to the left of the appropriate item. If you
would like to identify a land use not listed on the form, please note
that response in the section marked other.
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VISION for the Project Area . . .
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Tell us your
Concerns . . .

Opportunities . . .

Issues . . .

General Comments . . .

What would you like to see at the interchange.

What are your general thoughts and comments.

What concerns do you have about redevelopment at this location.

What impact would redevelopment have at this location.

CITY OF FRANKLIN I-65 INTERCHANGE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
OCTOBER, 2014
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Development Preference Exercise:
Please place a “voting dot” on one or more image(s) from
each line that most closely resembles how you would like the
development area surrounding the I-65 Interchange to look.

1

COMMERCIAL OUTLOTS:

A
Corporate Standard Design . . .

A

2

HOSPITALITY/HOTELS :

Traditional Motel/Hotel . . .

A

3

IN-LINE RETAIL:

Standard Strip Development . . .

A

4

ARCHITECTURAL THEMES:

Standard Corporate Design . . .

A

5

ICONIC STRUCTURES:

Traditional . . .

B
Upgraded Aesthetics . . .

B
Corporate/Extended Stay Suites . . .

B
Improved Facades/Finishes . . .

B
Semi-Custom Corporate Standards . . .

B
Interactive/Sculptural Feature . . .

C
Design Unique to Franklin . . .

C
Full Service Hotel/Conference Center

C
Anchor with Destination Retail . . .

C
Custom Design Standards/Appearance

C
Iconic Public Art . . .

CITY OF FRANKLIN I-65 INTERCHANGE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
OCTOBER, 2014
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Project Area: Parcel Map
Acres
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¬
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¬
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GE LN
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¬
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¬
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HO
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C
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WEBB CT
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G
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¬
«
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¬
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¬
«

PARIS DRIVE BYP
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DAWN DR
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¬
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¬
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JENNIFER CT
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CT
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CONNIE CT

I 65 O

90 S I 65

90 N

ST ANDREWS CT

EW

MIDDLETON DR
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¬
«
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¬
«

CLARA CT

VI

MIDDLETON RD

MC CLAIN DR

LF

1.57
2.40
0.63
0.09
0.09
1.84
1.67
1.33
0.64
42.09
1.29
2.75
0.87
1.30
1.27
0.35
0.05
0.84
0.78
9.57
0.55
0.58
0.80
1.00
2.70
0.35
0.78
1.05
1.59
0.20
0.05
3.61
33.34
3.99
14.53
0.28
0.41
8.64
3.07
1.34
2.76
0.96
2.51
1.46
1.04
0.25
2.54
1.26
5.02
3.48
2.76
1.41
0.51
3.45
12.70
2.35
1.10
0.14
15.99
0.63
1.59
0.08
1.02
1.94
22.04
28.61
74.90

GO

CARRIAGE CT

GREENWOOD
IN 46143-0000
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46201-3201
SHELBYVILLE
IN 46176-9049
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-8812
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-8812
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-7833
BRAZIL
IN 47834
FRANKLIN
IN 46131
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46204-0000
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46204
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-0329
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-0329
FRANKLIN
IN 46131
KINSTON
NC 28503-1042
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-8773
GREENWOOD
IN 46142
GREENWOOD
IN 46143
COLUMBUS
IN 47202
GREENWOOD
IN 46143
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-8821
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46204-0000
GREENWOOD
IN 46142-1426
GREENWOOD
IN 46143
GREENWOOD
IN 46143
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-2300
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-2300
GREENWOOD
IN 46143
GREENWOOD
IN 46143
CLOVERDALE
IN 46120-0248
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-2300
COLUMBUS
IN 47202
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46208-4034
T
SC
INDIANAPOLIS TIOINN 46227-0000
I
COLUMBUSTRAD OH 43218-2571
RICHMOND
IN 47375-0937
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-8812
MARION
IN 46952-7777
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46254-1128
BEECH GROVE
IN 46107
BLOOMINGTON
IN 47402-0000
BARGERSVILLE
IN 46106-9423
GREENWOOD
IN 46142
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-0000
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-0000
POMPANO BEACH FL 33062-0000
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-8812
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-7162
COLUMBUS
IN 47201-6826
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46227-0000
RICHMOND
IN 47375-0937
BAKERSFIELD
CA 93307-0000
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-7921
NORCROSS
GA 30091-6450
RICHMOND
IN 47375-0937
THORNBURG
MOORESVILLE
IN LN
46158-0069
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-0486
SHELBYVILLE
IN 46176-9049
FRANKLIN
IN 46131-0000
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46208-4034
SHELBYVILLE
IN 46176-9049
BLOOMINGTON
IN 47402-0070
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46237-0000
NORTH VERNON IN 47265-1724
MOORESVILLE
IN 46158-0069
INDIANAPOLIS
IN 46204
BLOOMINGTON
IN 47403-5136
FRANKLIN
IN 46131

MONACO DR

Owner

RIDGEWOOD MDWS

Parcel No.

0 41-07-18-031-006.003-018 SHIV27 LLC
5432 ASHBY COURT
1 41-07-18-042-010.002-018 EAST KING STREET LLC
2711 E MICHIGAN ST
2 41-07-18-043-018.000-018 MONROE ROGER L & DEBERA E
4380 W 600 S
3 41-07-18-032-024.000-018 FARMERS MUTUAL INSURANCE CO OF
1924 LONGEST DR
4 41-07-18-032-025.000-018 FARMERS MUTUAL INSURANCE CO OF
1924 LONGEST DR
5 41-08-13-044-118.000-018 CLARKE JOHN P & JENNIFER W
5011 E 250 S
6 41-07-18-033-004.003-018 MODESITT FRITZ D & MARY K & EMMERT PO BOX 193
7 41-07-18-033-038.000-018 KYKA PROPERTIES LLC
4285 E GREENBURG RD
8 41-07-18-033-045.000-018 IRWIN UNION COLLATERAL INC
300 N MERIDIAN ST STE 1400
9 41-07-18-044-015.001-018 FRANKLIN TECH PARK ASSOCIATES LLC 36 S PENNSYLVANIA SUITE 200 ST
10 41-07-18-043-016.000-018 GILBERT & GILBERT LLC
PO BOX 329
11 41-07-18-043-015.000-018 GILBERT & GILBERT LLC
PO BOX 329
12 41-07-18-043-021.002-018 BSMS INVESTMENTS LLC
6648 E STATE RD 44
13 41-07-18-043-020.000-018 AFFORDABLE CARE INC
PO BOX 1042
14 41-07-18-043-007.000-018 DUKATE PROPERTIES LLC
2754 N 700 E
15 41-07-18-043-021.001-018 KID COMPANY OF FRANKLIN INC
1286 N MORGANTOWN RD
16 41-07-18-034-004.001-018 JAY RAVI RANDAL LLC
5432 ASHBY CT
17 41-07-18-034-001.000-018 COUTAR REMAINDER I LLC
P O BOX 347
18 41-07-18-043-011.000-018
LOVERS PLAZA LLC
5432 ASHBY CT
L
R
T
19 41-07-18-033-002.000-018
JONES KATHERINEE J TRUST
1819 S MAUXFERRY RD
E
G
20TA 41-07-18-033-044.000-018 IRWIN UNION COLLATERAL INC
300 N MERIDIAN ST STE 1400
RI
510 S STATE ROAD 135
HE 21 41-07-18-033-001.000-018 MORGAN SKINNER REAL ESTATE
22 41-08-13-041-119.000-018 MAINSTAY INC
3030 E MAIN ST
23 41-07-18-033-041.000-018 MAINSTAY INC
3033 E MAIN ST
N
24 41-07-18-033-004.001-018
CITY OF FRANKLIN
70 E MONROE ST
OW
N
K
25 41-07-18-033-004.002-018
CITY OF FRANKLIN
70 E MONROE ST
UN
26 41-07-18-033-041.000-018 MAINSTAY INC
3033 E MAIN ST
27 41-07-18-033-040.000-018 MAINSTAY INC
3033 E MAIN ST
PRIVATE
28 41-08-13-041-065.000-018 FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CLOVERDALE
PO DR
BOX 248
29 41-07-18-033-003.000-018 CITY OF FRANKLIN
70 E MONROE ST
30 41-07-18-034-001.999-018 KOOSHTARD PROPERTY I LLC
1370 PO BOX 347
31 41-07-18-034-004.501-018 WILDS ROBERT W FAMILY PRNTP LP
4000 N MERIDIAN ST STE 16-GH
32 41-07-18-041-002.000-018 MARLORES LLC
3340 E LORETTA DR
EW DRCORPORATION
33 41-07-18-031-006.001-018 HILLVI
MC DONALDS
PO BOX 182571
34 41-07-18-031-006.002-018 FIRST BANK RICHMOND NA
PO BOX 937
35 41-07-18-032-022.000-018 FARMERS MUTUAL INSURANCE CO OF
1924 LONGEST DR
36 41-07-18-031-026.000-018 G C & L REALTY INC
PO BOX 1377
37 41-07-18-034-005.000-018 FRANKLIN COVE ASSOCIATES
4980 OAKBROOK RD
38 41-08-13-044-023.001-018 ST FRANCIS HOSPITAL & HEALTH
1600 ALBANY ST
39 41-07-18-043-014.000-018 STORAGE EXPRESS MANAGEMENT LLC
222 W ALLEN ST PO BOX 70
40 41-07-18-043-005.000-018 FRANKLIN GROUP LLC
5521 W ROAD 125 S
41 41-07-18-043-006.000-018
COMPANY OF FRANKLIN INC
1286 N MORGANTOWN RD
ADAMSKIDDR
42 41-07-18-043-008.000-018 J & K HOTEL LLC
2122 HOLIDAY LN
43 41-07-18-043-009.000-018 J & K HOTEL LLC
2122 HOLIDAY LANE
44 41-07-18-043-010.000-018 VAG FRANKLIN LLC
41 N FEDERAL HWY
45 41-07-18-032-021.000-018 FARMERS MUTUAL INSURANCE CO OF
1924 LONGEST DR
46 41-07-18-042-010.001-018 SBMS CORPORATION
2180 E KING ST
47 41-07-18-031-006.000-018 PIOTROWSKI BK #8503 LLC
236 CALIFORNIA ST
48 41-07-18-042-013.000-018 MARLORES LLC
3340 LORETTA LN
49 41-07-18-042-011.000-018 FIRST BANK RICHMOND NA
PO BOX 937
50 41-07-18-034-004.000-018 KHALSA BROTHERS INC
6495 S UNION AVE
51 41-07-18-034-003.000-018 SHIVKRUPA MOTEL INC
150 N LOVERS LN
52 41-07-18-034-002.000-018 WAFFLE HOUSE INC
PO BOX 6450
53 41-07-18-042-012.000-018 FIRST BANK RICHMOND NA
PO BOX 937
54 41-07-18-013-002.003-018 MY THREE SONS PARTNERSHIP
PO BOX 69
55 41-07-18-014-001.006-018 COLUMBUS AUTOMOTIVE INC
PO BOX 486
FOREST
56 PA41-07-18-043-017.000-018
MONROE ROGER L & DEBERA E
4380 W 600 S
RK DR
57 41-07-18-034-012.000-018 CITY OF FRANKLIN
70 E MONROE ST
58 41-07-18-034-006.000-018 WILDS ROBERT W FAMILY PRNTP LP
4000 N MERIDIAN ST STE 16-GH
59 41-07-18-043-019.000-018 MONROE ROGER L & DEBERA E
4380 W 600 S
60 41-07-18-043-013.000-018 STORAGE EXPRESS MANAGEMENT LLC
222 W ALLEN ST PO BOX 70
61 41-07-18-031-037.000-018 FAIRWAY LAKES DEVELOPMENT
7915 S EMERSON AVE STE 119
62 41-07-18-031-010.000-018 LEES INN OF AMERICA INC
130 N STATE ST
63 41-07-18-013-002.004-018 MY THREE SONS PARTNERSHIP
PO BOX 69
64 41-07-19-011-001.003-018 FRANKLIN TECH PARK ASSOCIATES
36 S PENNSYLVANIA - STE 200
65 41-07-18-014-001.000-018
FRANKLIN PARK CORPORATION
1900 S LIBERTY DR
ORCHARD
LN
66 41-07-19-022-001.001-018 FRANKLIN COLLEGE OF INDIANA
101 BRANIGIN BLVD

EASTVIEW DR
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City of Franklin: I-65 Interchange Economic Development Analysis
July 30, 2014
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CITYOFFRANKLIN:INTERSTATE65INTERCHANGEECONOMICDEVELOPMENTPLAN
PARCELDEVELOPMENTDETAILS

KEY
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

RESIDENTIAL
SQUARE
FOOTAGE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1044
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NUMBEROF
RESIDENTIAL
UNITS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

COMMERCIAL
SQUARE
FOOTAGE
7646
7500
0
0
0
4104
9150
0
0
0
0
36864
12600
2948
5000
7800
0
1938
4900
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NUMBEROF
COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
3
1
1
2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

YEAR
BUILT
2009
1976
0
0
0
2004
1999
0
0
1969
0
2002
2001
1995
2005
2001
0
1972
2008
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2400
0
1938
0
0
0
0
2556
3000

1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1

1977
0
1996
0
0
1986
0
1991
1992

LAND
ASSESSED IMPROVEMENT
VALUE
ASSESSEDVALUE
235400
677000
177400
357400
10500
0
700
0
500
0
127300
372800
120700
666400
1600
0
700
0
65600
0
29100
0
154400
1079000
76800
194300
99100
226200
133800
251100
45600
147700
6300
0
132900
0
91800
260000
14800
0
700
0
26400
0
8400
0
1300
0
0
0
0
0
1700
0
139300
0
0
5900
53900
487900
22500
36500
39200

319200
0
223000
0
0
264000
0
185300
220300
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TOTAL
ASSESSED
VALUE
912400
534800
10500
700
500
500100
787100
1600
700
65600
29100
1233400
271100
325300
384900
193300
6300
132900
351800
14800
700
26400
8400
1300
0
0
1700

CURRENTLANDUSE
COMCONVENIENCEMARKETWGAS
COMRESTAURANT/CAFE/BAR
INDUSTRIALVACANTLAND
COMVACANTLAND
COMVACANTLAND
COMMEDICALCLINIC/OFFICES
COMOFFICEBLDGS1&2STORY
COMVACANTLAND
RESVACANTPLATTEDLOT
AGRIVACANTLAND
INDUSTRIALVACANTLAND
INDUSTRIALWAREHOUSE
COMOTHERRETAILSTRUCTURES
COMMEDICALCLINIC/OFFICES
COMOTHERCOMMERCIALSTRUCTURE
COMOTHERCOMMERCIALSTRUCTURE
COMVACANTLAND
COMSMALLRETAILLT10000SF
COMSMALLRETAILLT10000SF
AGRIVACANTLAND
RESVACANTPLATTEDLOT
RESVACANTUNPLATTED0Ͳ9.99AC
COMVACANTLAND
COMVACANTLAND
EXEMPT:MUNICIPALITY
EXEMPT:MUNICIPALITY
COMVACANTLAND

ZONING
MXR
MXR
IL
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXR/IL
IL
IL
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
RM
MXC
RM
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXC

458500
0
223000
5900
53900
751900
22500
221800
259500

COMFULLSERVICEBANKS
EXEMPT:MUNICIPALITY
COMSTRUCTUREONLEASEDGROUND
AGRIVACANTLAND
AGRIVACANTLAND
COMFRANCHISEͲTYPERESTAURANT
AGRIVACANTLAND
COMOFFICEBLDGS1&2STORY
COMOFFICEBLDGS1&2STORY

MXC
MXC
MXR
RM
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXC
MXC

ACRES
1.574513
2.399227
0.628057
0.091374
0.094507
1.844439
1.668878
1.332626
0.635312
42.09497
1.285248
2.75232
0.872525
1.2969
1.27341
0.349401
0.04843
0.839526
0.781422
9.565954
0.548393
0.583731
0.796254
1.003922
2.696585
0.351183
1.050506

PROPERTY
TAX2012
PAY2013
$23,200.00
$16,320.27
$452.00
$70.00
$58.00
$23,264.66
$21,979.00
$88.00
$710.96
$1,590.38
$1,213.00
$31,906.00
$10,400.16
$10,244.00
$11,158.00
$7,442.26
$99.68
$2,206.00
$19,793.00
$391.48
$864.75
$802.00
$807.95
$73.00
EXEMPT
$10.00
$94.00

PROPERTY
TAX2013
PAY2014
$23,200.00
$15,275.23
$452.00
$70.00
$58.00
$23,264.66
$25,459.00
$88.00
$1,478.09
$1,714.38
$1,213.00
$32,743.00
$9,254.00
$12,055.55
$14,038.00
$10,525.64
$282.60
$3,127.00
$15,320.00
$421.48
$1,442.70
$821.80
$769.00
$73.00
EXEMPT
$10.00
$94.00

1.594407
0.199651
0.054477
3.608673
33.33702
3.993218
14.53382
0.28416
0.405678

$11,305.00
EXEMPT
$5,721.00
$138.00
$1,211.78
$21,526.00
$1,021.62
$6,346.00
$7,636.00

$11,455.00
EXEMPT
$5,829.00
$150.00
$1,305.78
$27,856.00
$545.44
$6,802.00
$8,104.00

X23

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

196
0
0
0
0
142
0
4
0
96
0
0
0
90
45
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

139874
7168
16400
32140
5984
33624
0
7995
2170
16640
0
0
0
21090
10422
0
0
0
30000
4400
0
0
4400
22035
0
0
18975
806916
0
0

36
1
3
1
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
4
0
0
2
1
0
0

1980
1997
1995
1995
1996
1997
0
1997
1992
1976
1995
0
0
1994
1997
1980
0
0
1998
1992
0
0
1992
2003
0
0
2005
2009
0
0

432000
261400
90300
117200
89200
214300
80200
260500
29100
302400
276500
49200
27000
322100
169900
116500
26900
59500
124400
19100
0
27100
52300
138100
0
8500
130700
36400
69900
0

2368000
434000
288900
428000
334700
2099300
0
345200
163900
406400
239900
0
0
1892900
1079200
156600
0
0
927200
0
0
0
106300
422900
0
0
1029400
0
0
0
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2800000
695400
379200
545200
423900
2313600
80200
605700
193000
708800
516400
49200
27000
2215000
1249100
273100
26900
59500
1051600
19100
0
27100
158600
561000
0
8500
1160100
36400
69900
0

COM40+FAMILYAPARTMENTS
COMMEDICALCLINIC/OFFICES
COMMERCIALMINIͲWAREHOUSE
INDUSTRIALLTMFG&ASSEMBLY
COMOTHERCOMMERCIALSTRUCTURE
COMMOTELS/TOURISTCABINS
COMVACANTLAND
COMNEIGHBORHOODSHOPPINGCNTR
COMOFFICEBLDGS1&2STORY
COMMOTELS/TOURISTCABINS
COMFRANCHISEͲTYPERESTAURANT
RESVACANTUNPLATTED0Ͳ9.99AC
COMVACANTLAND
COMMERCIALHOTELS
COMMERCIALHOTELS
COMFRANCHISEͲTYPERESTAURANT
COMVACANTLAND
INDUSTRIALVACANTLAND
INDUSTRIALSMALLSHOPS
INDUSTRIALVACANTLAND
EXEMPT:MUNICIPALITY
AGRIVACANTLAND
INDUSTRIALWAREHOUSE
COMMERCIALMINIͲWAREHOUSE
COMMONAREAS
COMVACANTLAND
INDUSTRIALLTMFG&ASSEMBLY
INDUSTRIALWAREHOUSE
EXEMPTGOV'TPROPERTY

RM
MXC
IL
IL
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXC
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
MXR
IG
IG
IL
IL
RM
IL
IL
MXR
MXR
IG
IL
IG
RTͲ1

8.640837
3.074255
1.343807
2.755113
0.956111
2.512642
1.458203
1.039665
0.252457
2.539329
1.263551
5.016831
3.480473
2.76461
1.410417
0.513163
3.446798
12.70093
2.354185
1.09942
0.142253
15.99172
0.628058
1.591397
0.084379
1.019107
1.939271
22.04112
28.61061
74.90147

$62,938.36
$18,469.00
$13,045.00
$18,677.00
$22,607.42
$57,902.00
$2,141.00
$29,301.26
$5,722.00
$238,210.36
$11,392.00
$1,753.00
$3,974.70
$57,275.00
$32,854.00
$5,323.00
SEE49
$3,393.24
$30,862.00
$802.00
$20.00
$609.18
$4,180.00
$19,837.00
$39.00
$782.56
$31,273.00
$812.72
EXEMPT
$4,131.06

$57,608.36
$18,676.00
$15.00
$16,957.10
$21,378.29
$40,520.00
$2,141.00
$41,908.66
$6,170.00
$276,549.06
$11,497.00
$1,753.00
$3,076.00
$57,274.00
$30,010.00
$6,328.00
SEE49
$2,124.24
$28,609.00
$802.00
$20.00
$655.18
$4,756.00
$32,879.00
$148.00
$1,214.13
$31,828.00
$876.72
EXEMPT
$3,032.26
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CITYOFFRANKLIN:INTERSTATE65INTERCHANGEECONOMICDEVELOPMENTPLAN
PARCELOWNERSHIPDATA
KEY
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

PARCELNUMBER
OWNER
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ031Ͳ006.003Ͳ018 SHIV27LLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ042Ͳ010.002Ͳ018 EASTKINGSTREETLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ018.000Ͳ018 MONROEROGERL&DEBERAE
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ032Ͳ024.000Ͳ018 SCHLETZERKURTR
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ032Ͳ025.000Ͳ018 CARSONKEVIN&SMITHDUANEETC.
41Ͳ08Ͳ13Ͳ044Ͳ118.000Ͳ018 CLARKEJOHNP&JENNIFERW
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ004.003Ͳ018 MODESITTFRITZD&MARYK&EMMERT
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ038.000Ͳ018 KYKAPROPERTIESLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ045.000Ͳ018 INDIANARENEWALANDDEVELOPMENTLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ044Ͳ015.001Ͳ018 FRANKLINTECHPARKASSOCIATESLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ016.000Ͳ018 GILBERT&GILBERTLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ015.000Ͳ018 GILBERT&GILBERTLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ021.002Ͳ018 BSMSINVESTMENTSLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ020.000Ͳ018 AFFORDABLECAREINC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ007.000Ͳ018 DUKATEPROPERTIESLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ021.001Ͳ018 KIDCOMPANYOFFRANKLININC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ004.001Ͳ018 JAYRAVIRANDALLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ001.000Ͳ018 COUTARREMAINDERILLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ011.000Ͳ018 LOVERSPLAZALLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ002.000Ͳ018 JONESKATHERINEEJTRUST
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ044.000Ͳ018 INDIANARENEWALANDDEVELOPMENTLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ001.000Ͳ018 MORGANSKINNERREALESTATE
41Ͳ08Ͳ13Ͳ041Ͳ119.000Ͳ018 MAINSTAYINC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ041.000Ͳ018 MAINSTAYINC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ004.001Ͳ018 CITYOFFRANKLIN
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ004.002Ͳ018 CITYOFFRANKLIN
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ040.000Ͳ018 MAINSTAYINC
Parcelcombinedwith#22and#26
41Ͳ08Ͳ13Ͳ041Ͳ065.000Ͳ018 FIRSTNATIONALBANKOFCLOVERDALE
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ033Ͳ003.000Ͳ018 CITYOFFRANKLIN
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ001.999Ͳ018 KOOSHTARDPROPERTYILLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ004.501Ͳ018 WILDSROBERTWFAMILYPRNTPLP
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ041Ͳ002.000Ͳ018 MARLORESLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ031Ͳ006.001Ͳ018 MCDONALDSCORPORATION
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ031Ͳ006.002Ͳ018 THOMPSONFARMSINC.
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ032Ͳ022.000Ͳ018 CARSON,KEVIN&SMITHDUANE
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ031Ͳ026.000Ͳ018 KYKAPROPERTIESLLC
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ005.000Ͳ018 FRANKLINCOVEASSOCIATES
41Ͳ08Ͳ13Ͳ044Ͳ023.001Ͳ018 WINDROSEHEALTHNETWORKINC.

PROPERTYSTREETADDRESS
2120EKINGST
2180EKINGST
193LOVERSLN
1912LONGESTDR
1924LONGESTDR
1761THORNBURGLN
1781THORNBURGLN
1771THORNBURGLN
1812GARDENSCT

2151EARLYLN
2159EARLYLN
2141HOLIDAYLN
2134HOLIDAYLN
2111HOLIDAYLN
2139HOLIDAYLN

2105EKINGST
95LOVERSLN

1828GARDENSCT

1760THORNBURGLN
1780THORNBURGLN
1875BENJAMINDR
0EKING&1800THORNBURG
1770THORNBURGLN

OWNERMAILINGADDRESS
5432ASHBYCOURT
2711EMICHIGANST
4380W600S
1924LONGESTDR
1924LONGESTDR
5011E250S
POBOX193
4285EGREENBURGRD
5424MCFARLANDRD
36SPENNSYLVANIASUITE200ST
POBOX329
POBOX329
6648ESTATERD44
POBOX1042
2754N700E
1286NMORGANTOWNRD
5432ASHBYCT
POBOX347
5432ASHBYCT
1819SMAUXFERRYRD
5424MCFARLANDRD
510SSTATEROAD135
3030EMAINST
3033EMAINST
70EMONROEST
70EMONROEST
3033EMAINST

OWNERCITY
GREENWOOD
INDIANAPOLIS
SHELBYVILLE
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN
BRAZIL
FRANKLIN
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN
KINSTON
FRANKLIN
GREENWOOD
GREENWOOD
COLUMBUS
GREENWOOD
FRANKLIN
INDIANAPOLIS
GREENWOOD
GREENWOOD
GREENWOOD
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN
GREENWOOD

OWNERSTATE
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
NC
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN

OWNERZIP
46143Ͳ0000
46201Ͳ3201
46176Ͳ9049
46131Ͳ8812
46131Ͳ8812
46131Ͳ7833
47834
46131
46227
46204
46131Ͳ0329
46131Ͳ0329
46131
28503Ͳ1042
46131Ͳ8773
46142
46143
47202
46143
46131Ͳ8821
46227
46142Ͳ1426
46143
46143
46131Ͳ2300
46131Ͳ2300
46143

ACRES
1.574513
2.399227
0.628057
0.091374
0.094507
1.844439
1.668878
1.332626
0.635312
42.09497
1.285248
2.75232
0.872525
1.2969
1.27341
0.349401
0.04843
0.839526
0.781422
9.565954
0.548393
0.583731
0.796254
1.003922
2.696585
0.351183
1.050506

1701EKINGST


0BENJAMINDR

2080EKINGST

1924LONGESTDR
2000LONGESTDR

55MILFORDDR

POBOX248
70EMONROEST
1370POBOX347
4000NMERIDIANSTSTE16ͲGH
3340ELORETTADR
POBOX182571
675DELMARAVESE
1924LONGESTDR
POBOX441
4980OAKBROOKRD
14TRAFALGARSQ

CLOVERDALE
FRANKLIN
COLUMBUS
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS
COLUMBUS
ATLANTA
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN
INDIANAPOLIS
TRAFALGAR

IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
OH
GA
IN
IN
IN
IN

46120Ͳ0248
46131Ͳ2300
47202
46208Ͳ4034
46227Ͳ0000
43218Ͳ2571
30312
46131Ͳ8812
46131
46254Ͳ1128
46181

1.594407
0.199651
0.054477
3.608673
33.33702
3.993218
14.53382
0.28416
0.405678
8.640837
3.074255
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39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ014.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ005.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ006.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ008.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ009.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ010.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ032Ͳ021.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ042Ͳ010.001Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ031Ͳ006.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ042Ͳ013.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ042Ͳ011.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ004.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ003.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ002.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ042Ͳ012.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ013Ͳ002.003Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ014Ͳ001.006Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ017.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ012.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ034Ͳ006.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ019.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ043Ͳ013.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ031Ͳ037.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ031Ͳ010.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ013Ͳ002.004Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ19Ͳ011Ͳ001.003Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ18Ͳ014Ͳ001.000Ͳ018
41Ͳ07Ͳ19Ͳ022Ͳ001.001Ͳ018

STORAGEEXPRESSMANAGEMENTLLC
FRANKLINGROUPLLC
KIDCOMPANYOFFRANKLININC
J&KHOTELLLC
FRANKLINLINLLC
VAGFRANKLINLLC
SCHLETZERKURTR
SBMSCORPORATION
PIOTROWSKIBK#8503LLC
MARLORESLLC
FIRSTBANKRICHMONDNA
KHALSABROTHERSINC
SHIVKRUPAMOTELINC
WAFFLEHOUSEINC
FIRSTBANKRICHMONDNA
MYTHREESONSPARTNERSHIP
COLUMBUSAUTOMOTIVEINC
MONROEROGERL&DEBERAE
CITYOFFRANKLIN
WILDSROBERTWFAMILYPRNTPLP
MONROEROGERL&DEBERAE
STORAGEEXPRESSMANAGEMENTLLC
FAIRWAYLAKESDEVELOPMENT
LEESINNOFAMERICAINC
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